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ABSTRACT 

 

 On 4-5 June 2008, the Texas Tech StickNet teams deployed an array of 

instruments to make measurements from a high-precipitation (HP) supercell-bow echo 

(SBE) transition during Project MOBILE. Prior to crossing the StickNet array, this HP 

supercell interacted and merged with a nascent supercell before transitioning into a bow 

echo (BE). Surface kinematic and thermodynamic observations were coupled with WSR-

88D radar data in an effort to diagnose key features of the SBE transition. Prior to its BE 

transition, the parent HP supercell produced wind gusts of over 50 knots, hail up to 2.75” 

in diameter, and four EF1 tornadoes. One of the tornado-producing low-level 

mesocyclones was sampled by the StickNet array and is compared to previous 

observations of tornadic and non-tornadic low-level mesocyclones.  

  

 It is hypothesized that the merger of the nascent supercell with a HP supercell 

initiated its SBE transition. This merger resulted in the development of an updraft bridge 

which led to an increase in precipitation rates along the leading edge of the storm. Heavy 

precipitation rates systematically increased the strength of the storm-scale cold pool and 

resulted in the rearward tilting of thunderstorm updrafts, subsequently forcing the 

development of a mid-level rear inflow jet (RIJ).  Intensification of the RIJ lead to the 

parent HP supercell’s outflow dominance and transition into a BE. As the SBE 

progressed east of the StickNet array, large thermodynamic deficits were observed under 

a large rear inflow notch associated with the RIJ.  These observations appeared to be 

consistent with the descent of branches of the RIJ to the surface.   
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 Observations of this HP-SBE transition will also be compared to previous 

conceptual models developed by Moller et al. (1990) and Hastings and Richardson 

(2016) to identify characteristics consistent with HP-SBE transitions. These evolutions 

can occur in a variety of ways and over various timescales. The observations documented 

in this case study will be used to offer recommendations to aid in the improvement of 

parameterizations in future HP-SBE simulations. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 Supercell thunderstorms are one of nature’s most complex phenomena. These 

storms can produce heavy rainfall, intense winds, large hail, and tornadoes, and often 

result in the loss of life and property.  For these reasons, supercell thunderstorms are a 

focus of the research performed in the meteorological community.  Bow echoes (BE) are 

a common phenomenon that account for approximately one-third of all convectively 

generated severe wind events across the Northern Plains (Klimowski et al. 2003) and can 

occur across much of the continental U.S.  In addition to severe damaging winds, BEs are 

also capable of producing heavy, flooding rainfall and severe hail.  SBE transitions have 

also been observed across various regions of the United States, but they have shown a 

propensity to occur across the Northern and Southern Plains (Klimowski et al. 2004).  

These supercell-BE (SBE) transitions can occur in a variety of ways and on various time 

scales.  While they have been the focus of previous research, further observational studies 

of such events would shed more light on the dynamic mechanisms that contribute to 

transition.  This research furthers the knowledge of such events and seeks to draw 

comparisons with previous conceptual models to offer an explanation to the processes 

involved in transition.   

This study will focus on a high precipitation (HP) SBE transition that occurred 

near Valparaiso, NE on the evening of 4 June 2008.  Cell mergers occurring during the 

early lifecycle of the parent HP supercell, along with a final nascent supercell merger, 
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will be analyzed.  This analysis will diagnose the effects of these storm mergers on the 

SBE transition as it approached Valparaiso.  Surface data collected by the TTU StickNets 

during project MOBILE 2008 will also be examined and correlated with WSR-88D data 

collected from the Omaha, NE radar.  Thermodynamic and kinematic variations sampled 

during the rear flank gust front (RFGF) and cold pool passage of the transitioning SBE 

complex will be scrutinized to shed light on the processes leading to transition.  Results 

from this HP-SBE evolution will be compared to previous numerical simulations and 

conceptual models developed by Moller et al. (1990), Hastings and Richardson (2016).   
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CHAPTER 2 

BACKGROUND 

2.1.  Supercell Thunderstorms 

2.1.1. Structure & Dynamics 

The term supercell was originally coined by Browning (1964) to describe 

thunderstorms that were observed to move to the right of the environmental winds.  A 

supercell is defined as thunderstorm which consists of a single, quasi-steady state rotating 

updraft that can persist for a length of time beyond which it takes a parcel of air to rise 

from the base of the updraft to its summit (Lemon and Doswell 1979).  Supercells are 

characterized by the presence of a long-lived mesocyclone, a forward flank downdraft 

(FFD), as well as a rear flank downdraft (RFD), and other facets identified by Wicker and 

Wilhelmson (1995) (figure. 2.1.1) and as adapted from Lemon and Doswell (1979).  

Supercells form in environments with strong vertical wind shear which generates 

horizontal environmental vorticity.  The presence of this vorticity combined with an 

unstable atmosphere, as measured by the amount of convective available potential energy 

(CAPE), can generate strong updrafts, effectively tilting this horizontal vorticity into the 

vertical.   This produces a vertically oriented rotating column of air, the mesocyclone, 

which develops around 5-8 km AGL.   

 Precipitation that has collected aloft is carried downstream and away from the 

updraft by stronger mid and upper-level winds.  As precipitation loading and evaporative 
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Figure 2.1.1: Schematic plan view of a tornadic thunderstorm at the surface.  Thick line 

encompasses the radar echo.  The thunderstorm “gust front” structure and “occluded” wave 

are also depicted using a solid line and frontal symbols.  Surface positions of the updraft 

are finely stippled; forward flank downdraft and rear flank downdraft are coarsely stippled; 

along with associated streamlines (relative to the ground) also shown.  Tornado location is 

shown by an encircled T. Source: Wicker and Wilhelmson (1995), adapted from Lemon 

and Doswell (1979).   

 

cooling occurs, a downdraft is induced and generates a low-level cold pool along the 

forward flank.  This FFD (figure 2.1.1), is bounded by the forward flank gust front 

(FFGF) which can lie along or ahead of the forward flank reflectivity gradient (FFRG) 

(Skinner 2008).  As precipitation within the FFD and aloft are advected cyclonically 

around the mesocyclone, this results in the appearance of the classic hook echo (Fujita 

1958a; Browning 1964).   Brandes (1977a) also attributed hook echo development to the 
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“horizontal acceleration of droplet-laden air.”  It is believed that these centrifuged 

hydrometeors result in evaporative cooling and precipitation loading, and when combined 

with the descent of drier mid-level air from aloft behind the mesocyclone contribute to a 

net downward motion and the generation of the RFD.  The boundary along the leading 

edge of the RFD is referred to as the rear flank gust front (RFGF) which may be located 

along or to the south and southeast of the reflectivity gradient within the hook echo.  Like 

the FFGF associated with the FFD, these boundaries are a focus for development of 

baroclinic vorticity that can be ingested and stretched vertically by the mesocyclone.   

Simulations of supercell downdrafts performed by Klemp and Rotunno (1983) 

observed low-level vertical vorticity was strengthened around the low-level mesocyclone 

through the tilting and stretching of horizontal vorticity along the FFD boundary.  

Through trajectory analyses, they observed air at low levels northeast of the mesocyclone 

was flowing parallel to the FFGF, quickly gaining a significant amount of horizontal 

baroclinically generated vorticity that would be tilted and stretched within the 

mesocyclone.  Rotunno and Klemp (1985) also found that the FFGF was a significant 

source of solenoidal vorticity generation.  Davies-Jones and Brooks (1993) considered 

the vorticity generated along the RFGF and concurrently determined that parcels 

descending within the RFD would generate solenoidal horizontal vorticity that would 

yield a positive component of vertical vorticity (Wicker and Wilhelmson 1995; Adlerman 

1999; Beck and Weiss 2013).   

2.1.2. Supercell Modes & Environments 

 These are three basic supercell types: low precipitation (LP) (Burgess and Davies-
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Jones 1979; Bluestein and Parks 1983), classic (CL) (Browning 1964; Lemon and 

Doswell 1979), and high precipitation (HP) (Doswell et al. 1990; Moller et al. 1994).  

Supercells generally form in environments containing moderate to high amounts of 

environmental wind shear.  Weisman and Klemp (1984) performed numerical 

simulations varying the environmental shear to determine the values necessary for 

supercells to form.  Their simulations revealed storm types ranging from short-lived 

single cells at low shears (<= 10 m s-1), to multicell clusters at intermediate shears (10-20 

m s-1), to long-lived supercells with persistent mesocyclones at higher shears (> 20 m s-1).  

Vertical wind shear profiles that contain veering wind with height generally favor 

cyclonic supercells that propagate to the right of the mean wind shear vector, while those 

exhibiting backing with height tend to favor anticyclonic supercell updrafts that 

propagate to the left of the mean wind shear vector (figure 2.1.2).   

While ambient shear can be a discriminating factor for supercell deviant motion 

by way of shear-induced vertical pressure gradient forces (Klemp 1987), the magnitude 

of mid- and upper-level winds and subsequently changes in vertical wind shear, can also 

play a role in storm mode and evolution.  Researchers have hypothesized that storm-

relative mid- and upper-level winds play a major role in the distinction between supercell 

modes as they can affect the location and intensity of precipitation beneath the supercell 

updraft.  According to a study performed by Rasmussen and Straka (1998) (hereafter 

RS98), the rate at which a supercell updraft reingests hydrometeors is correlated with 

upper-level storm-relative winds.  This study was based on a climatological analysis of 

soundings associated with the three archetypal supercell modes. They found that anvil 
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Figure 2.1.2: Horizontal contour plots of vertical velocity at 2.25 km AGL at t = 20, 40, 

60 and 80 minutes developed by Klemp and Wilhelmson (1978a) for the (a) straight-line 

hodograph and (b) a curved hodograph.  Solid lines (dashed lines) represent regions of 

updraft (downdraft). Heavy line represents 0.5 g kg-1 rainwater field and the diagonal line 

represents the mean shear vector. The diagonal line in (b) is the same as in (a) and 

corresponds to the direction of the shear vector.  Here the development is skewed so the 

right member is enhanced over the left.  (image: Rotunno and Klemp 1982) 

 

level flow was strongest in environments that produced LP supercells.  As the updraft 

lofts hydrometeors, a large number of them are carried downshear and away from the 

storm, while others will descend back toward the surface to be transported around the 

mid-level mesocyclone.  Strong upper-level winds within LP supercell environments are 

thought to limit the visual appearance of hook appendages as a greater number of 
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hydrometeors are transported away from the storm and not allowed to descend back to 

the lower levels and be reingested by the updrafts.   

 High-precipitation supercell environments tend to have weaker storm-relative 

upper-level winds, allowing for a greater number of hydrometeors to descend toward the 

surface, be carried around the mesocyclone, and be reingested by the updrafts.  This is 

why HP supercells tend to have a kidney bean-shaped appearance in radar imagery as 

they have a very large hook echo which may contain very heavy rain and large hail.   

Brooks et al. (1994b) (hereafter B94) considered variations in mid-level storm 

relative winds between 3-7 km AGL as being a discriminating factor in supercell 

evolution.  Their results concluded that environments with weaker mid-level winds, and 

thus lower shear assuming no change in storm motion, allowed for precipitation 

downdrafts to be generated more rapidly and in close proximity to the updraft.  Under 

these conditions, supercells were able to generate low-level baroclinic vorticity and thus a 

low-level mesocyclone more rapidly than the moderate and high shear cases.  However, 

the relatively cold thunderstorm outflow produced by the storm eventually became too 

dominant and resulted in subsequent occlusion of the warm inflow air.  Conversely, in 

environments of stronger mid-level winds, and thus stronger shear, supercells took a 

longer time to generate a low-level mesocyclone due to the delayed production of surface 

baroclinic vorticity as the downdraft was separated a significant distance from the 

updraft.  

 The observed evolution of B94’s various shear cases broadly represents what is 

seen across the supercell spectrum.  LP supercells behave similarly to the high shear case  
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Figure 2.1.3:  Vertical (y–z) cross sections of uw, relative humidity (RH), gust front, 

ground-relative velocity vectors, and vertical vorticity at 30, 60, and 75 min for the 

control, 3 g kg-1, and 0.1 g kg-1 cases. The thin lines are uw contours labeled every 2° up 

to 22°C. The light shading indicates the cloud region (with RH equal to or greater than 

100%). The thick line (302-K Θ contour) delineates the cold pool region and the gust 

front position where it intersects the ground. The ground-relative velocity vectors are 

shown every other grid point with a scale of 1 km equal to 20 m s-1. The dark shading 

indicates vertical vorticity greater than 0.01 s-1. At 30 min, the cross sections slice 

through the center of the maximum updraft at 2.3 km. At 60 and 75 min, the cross 

sections slice through the center of maximum vertical vorticity at z = 5020 m. (image: 

Gilmore and Wicker 1998) 

 

with minimal precipitation falling near the updraft and low-level mesocyclogenesis 

occurring late in the simulations, if at all.  Classic supercell evolution is aligned closely to 

the moderate shear case and represents the optimal case for low-level mesocyclogenesis 
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maintenance, and even regeneration.  The low-shear case produced a supercell which 

behaved more like a high-precipitation supercell with rapid development of a 

precipitation induced downdraft in close proximity to the updraft.    

 Numerical simulations of Gilmore and Wicker (1998) (hereafter GW98) analyzed 

how the quantity and height of dry mid-level air could impact low-level outflow and 

rotational characteristics of supercells.  When comparing low-level outflow behavior of 

the drier cases (0.1 g kg-1) to the more moist control case, the cold pool in drier cases was 

found to be deeper owing to the larger quantities of cold air generated through 

evaporative cooling.  Over time this strong outflow led to a surging of the cold pool and 

rearward tilting to thunderstorm updrafts (figure 2.1.3).  However, these cases also more 

rapidly developed a stronger low-level mesocyclone due to the tilting and stretching of 

baroclinic vorticity within the updraft.  Stronger thunderstorm downdrafts and thus 

stronger cold pools are often a characteristic of HP supercells as high amounts of 

precipitation, particularly hail, can act to enhance evaporatively cooled downdrafts.  

Previous work has shown the melting and sublimation of hail and/or graupel can enhance 

evaporative cooling aloft.  Thus stronger downdrafts exhibiting greater downward 

directed vertical velocities are often observed (Srivastava 1987; Gilmore et al. 2004).   

              Additional simulations of Grant and Ven Der Heever (2014) further tested the 

results of B94 and RS98 and confirmed that differences in storm-relative winds are 

central to the distribution of hydrometeors around the mesocyclone and thus affect 

supercell morphology.  However, they noted that those changes in storm-relative winds 

are likely due to the supercell’s own motion and the stormscale-generated flow field as 
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was postulated by RS98.  Grant and Ven Der Heever (2014) also noted that the results of 

GW98 were obtained through simulations using larger CAPE.  To test supercell 

sensitivity to dry layers, it was recommended that future simulations should be done with 

varying shear and instability profiles.  Supercell morphology in the presence of thermal 

boundaries could also impact their results due to the tilting and stretching of vorticity and 

altering the storm-relative motions and shear vectors.   

2.2.  Bow Echo Structure & Dynamics 

Bow echoes (BE) were first identified by Fujita (1978) and were found to be 

associated with downburst winds near the apex of a bowing line segment of 

thunderstorms (figure 2.2.1).  These storm structures have been characterized by three 

lifecycle stages: tall echo, bow echo, and comma echo.  During the beginning stages of 

bow echo development, intense downdrafts are generated beneath tall thunderstorm cores 

and eventually result in echo distortion within the line segment, creating a surge within  

 
 

Figure 2.2.1: Schematic diagram of a bow echo life cycle.  Black arrows represent the 

approximate location of the rear inflow jet. Black dots represent the location of tornadoes 

that could occur. Adapted from Fujita (1978). (image from Wakimoto 2006). 
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the reflectivity structure.  As the thunderstorm complex continues to intensify due to the 

abundant supply of warm updrafts, downburst winds can also become more intense and 

an apex will form near the area of strongest winds (Przybylinski and Gery 1983; Burgess 

and Smull 1990).  These bowing structures are not a predictor of intense surface winds 

but rather an indicator that strong downdrafts are already occurring.  Behind the apex of 

the bow, rear inflow from the mid-levels of the atmosphere begin to advect dry mid-level 

air into the storm and can appear as a “V-notch” (rear inflow notch – RIN) as this drying 

erodes the reflectivity echo.  During the mature stages, following the rear inflow jet (RIJ) 

development, the trailing edges of the line may develop cyclonic and anticyclonic 

rotating vortices along the northern and southern flanks, respectively, which can further 

enhance the development of rear inflow. 

Experiments conducted during PRE-STORM by Smull and Houze (1987) 

documented two main branches of inflow: 1) the descending RIJ and 2) ascending front-  

 

Figure 2.2.2: Conceptual model of the kinematic, microphysical, and radar echo structure 

of a convective line with trailing-stratiform precipitation viewed in a vertical cross section 

oriented perpendicular to the convective line (and generally parallel to its motion). Medium 

and dark shading indicate intermediate and strong radar reflectivities. (from Wakimoto 

2006 adapted from Houze et al. 1989).   
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Figure 2.2.3: Schematic indicating horizontal vorticity in the vicinity of a long-lived line 

of multicell storms.  Profile of horizontal wind component normal to the line is shown on 

the right of each panel. Fronts highlight the cold pool boundary.  (a) Case in which there is 

no wind shear normal to the line in the environment. (b) Early stage of line development 

in case of low-level shear ahead of the gust front. (c) Late stage of line development in case 

of low-level shear ahead of the gust front. (Image from Houze 2018, adapted from Rotunno 

et al. (1988), Weisman (1992), and Weisman and Rotunno (2004).   
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to-rear inflow.  Smull and Houze noted a RIN within the trailing stratiform region of 

squall lines was collocated with a descending RIJ that could affect the propagation, 

intensity, and shape of the thunderstorm line.  This current was also observed to merge 

with outflow from individual downdrafts along the leading edge.  The front-to-rear flow 

originates ahead of the convective line.  As it passes through deep convective towers 

within the line, it deepens and strengthens before finally traveling upwards into the 

trailing stratiform region (figure 2.2.2).  This branch of inflow transports air with high 

values of equivalent potential temperature (Θe) and has been shown to do so over a deep 

layer extending from 0.5 - 4.5 km AGL (Kingsmill and Houze 1999).   

 RIJs observed by Przybylinski and DeCaire (1985) were noted to occur as a 

single, large or numerous small RINs.  Associated RIJs may also develop during long-

lived bowing segments called derechos.  RIJ features transport mid-level air with lower 

values of Θe toward the leading edge of the bow and can aid in the evaporation of 

hydrometeors within the rear of the storm.  In some cases, that air can be transported to 

the surface.  Simulations performed by Rotunno et al. (1988), Weisman (1992), and 

Weisman and Rotunno (2004), hereafter known as RKW, demonstrated a series of 

vertical wind shear and cold pool behaviors that illustrate convective cells in the line 

respond to a balance of horizontal vorticity associated with positive and negative 

buoyancy gradients that occur with updrafts and downdrafts, respectively.   

 In figure 2.2.3, we see that in the presence of a cold pool these convective towers 

become more erect or tilted upshear depending on the balance of horizontal vorticity 

between the environment and the stormscale cold pool.  As the complex matures and the 
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stratiform region expands, additional vorticity associated with mesoscale downdrafts 

within the stratiform region can cause the updrafts to become more tilted upshear (figure 

2.2.3c).  As the mesoscale downdraft emanating from the stratiform region intensifies, a 

surge of the cold pool occurs and the echo exhibits the classic bowing shape.  If the 

ambient shear is strong enough to balance out the strong horizontal shear generated along 

the leading edge of the cold pool, enough warm inflow can persist.  Conversely, if the 

environment maintains weaker shear, the cold pool circulation will dominate, creating an 

increasingly upstream tilt that no longer supports updrafts to maintain a supply of 

positively buoyant inflow.  The cold pools underneath can also become quite cold and 

produce large thermodynamic deficits (Engerer and Stenstrud 2008).   

2.3.  Transitions 

 Moller et al. (1990) (hereafter M90) found HP supercells were the most common 

type of supercell across all regions of the U.S. and they could occur singly or within a 

bow echo or derecho-like complex.  50 storms occurring between 1973 and 1990 were 

analyzed including a HP-SBE transition in Amarillo, TX on 16 May 1989.  In this event, 

one supercell maintained its HP supercellular structure throughout its lifecycle, producing 

one tornado where another supercell transitioned into a BE over a period of one hour.  

The pre-convective thermodynamic environment was unstable and weakly capped, while 

the vertical wind profile produced a hodograph with good turning in the lower-levels, but 

also contained a mid-level wind speed minimum.  This mid-level wind minimum could 

inhibit the centrifuge of hydrometeors around the mesocyclone (B94).   

 Overall, most of the events observed by M90 found that HP supercells 1) were 
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characterized by very unstable atmospheres with marginal environmental helicity present 

for supercell maintenance and 2) traveled along a pre-existing thermal boundary.  The 

effect of the thermal boundary was believed to allow the supercell to benefit from 

increasingly backed surface winds (increased low-level shear) and/or ingest solenoidally 

generated horizontal vorticity.  The tilting and stretching of that vorticity can aid in 

mesocyclone maintenance (Schroeder 2004) on days where marginal helicity was 

observed.  Near these thermal boundaries, an increase in the low-level warm air 

advection may also occur and was hypothesized to play a major role in generating 

upward vertical motions on days where HP supercells were the predominant storm type.   

Figure 2.3.1 illustrates the conceptual model developed to highlight possible HP 

supercell lifecycles.   Some supercells follow a lifecycle of LP–CL–HP, but a more 

common transition occurs between the CL-HP mode.  This evolution is depicted in stages 

2-4 of figure 2.3.1.  The CL-HP supercell could subsequently morph into a BE as 

depicted in stages 5a-8a (i.e. transition) and develop a RIJ with associated RIN located 

upshear from the apex of the bow (Przybylinski and Gery 1983).  An HP supercell could 

also follow the lifecycle identified in stages 5b-7b, where the mesocyclone translates 

toward the northeastern flank of the supercell, and the echo never takes on a BE shape.  

In both evolutions, however, it was noted that cyclic mesocyclogenesis could still occur.   

Klimowski et al. (2003) analyzed the modes associated with severe convective 

winds across the Northern High Plains. 86% of BEs observed were associated with severe 

surface winds, and severe wind reports occurred nearly three times more frequently than 

hail reports.  This aligned with previous studies (Brooks and Doswell 1993; Przybylinski 
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1995; and Weisman 2001) documenting that BE structures are linked to severe winds.  

24% of BEs evolved from supercells, and 41% of BEs developed due to storm mergers.  

The typical result of such mergers was an increase in the areal extent and intensity of 

radar reflectivity with a BE developing within 10-20 minutes.  The processes of this 

transition were similar to those observed via numerical simulations by Finley et al. 

(2001), which showed the merger of smaller cells with an HP supercell systematically 

increased the precipitation rate within the supercell, resulting in an intensification and 

surge of the stormscale cold pool.  BEs were also initiated within squall lines when 

interacting and moving along a preexisting boundary or undergoing cell mergers.   

 

Figure 2.3.1: Two composite life cycles (1-8a and 1-7b) that have been identified by 

Moller et al. (1990) with high precipitation supercells. Two radar reflectivity contours and 

gust front positions are shown. Dark arrow in 5a-8a indicates location of rear-inflow jet.  
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  Klimowski et al. (2003) found that 40-50% of BEs developed following 

thunderstorm mergers in the Northern High Plains and resulted in a wide variety of BE 

configurations.  Klimowski et al. (2004) expanded upon those results to include cases 

over other regions of the U.S.  Analysis of 273 BE cases over the U.S. from 1996 to 2002 

found that BEs developed from thunderstorm mergers 50-55% of the time.  15% (42) of 

the 273 cases of BEs evolved from a parent supercell into a BE (most of them from a HP 

supercell), with 33% of the SBE evolutions being associated with thunderstorm mergers 

(figure 2.3.2).  HP-SBE transitions tended to evolve more gradually as opposed to those 

which formed from mergers.  The resultant BEs showed preference for developing and 

moving along surface boundaries.   

While the above studies focused on the overall statistical trends of SBE 

transitions, the effects of thunderstorm mergers on those transitions, and general BE 

development, the processes involved in these transitions were not scrutinized.  Tao and 

Simpson (1989) performed a series of numerical simulations to identify conditions under 

which convective cells would merge.  Cases one and two involved a pair of precipitating 

clouds that propagated along and perpendicular to the mean vertical wind shear vector, 

respectively.  A third simulation involved two old updrafts and one new updraft with both 

parallel and perpendicular propagation.  They noted cells which traveled parallel to the 

mean wind shear vector were more likely to merge than those aligned perpendicularly to 

the vector.  A cloud bridge was present in all three simulations, and this bridge consisted  
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Figure 2.3.2: Primary evolutions of bow echoes observed in Klimowski et al. (2004).  

The percentage of BEs preceded by merging storms is given at right. Classifications were 

divided into bow echoes (BE), bow echo complex (BEC), squall line-bow echo (SLBE or 

LEWP), and cell bow echo (CBE). 

 

of a few low-level clouds that developed and connected the two merging clouds either 

before or during the merging process.  The authors indicated the primary initiating 

mechanism for a cloud merger is the low-level convergence generated by old cumulus 

outflows. 

 Numerical simulations performed by Bluestein and Weisman (2000) (hereafter  
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BW2000) focused on how the evolution of supercells was dependent on the orientation of 

the vertical wind shear vector relative to initiating lines of forcing.  Simulations with 

vertical shear normal to initiating lines, produced left and right-moving storms that 

collided.  The reflectivity cores of one such pair of storms (figure 2.3.3) appeared to have 

merged aloft.  However, vertical cross-sections revealed that a new updraft had 

developed at low-levels (~0-3 km AGL) between the approaching reflectivity maxima.  

This new updraft and corresponding reflectivity maximum acted as a bridge, forming in 

between the cores of the two cells.  BW2000 also noted this new updraft developed as the 

two cells approached within 10 km of each other, and “the gust fronts of each cell 

collided in between the two updrafts aloft.”   

 Lee et al. (2006) observed thunderstorm mergers similar to those simulated by 

BW2000, and these mergers were classified as Type C mergers.  In those instances, Lee 

at al. (2006) noted the difficulty of identifying such mergers using radar data alone due to 

the lack of high-temporal resolution volume scans (~5-6-minute intervals).  Type C 

mergers involving this “bridging” of echoes were also found to favor instances where the 

two approaching cells were of similar intensity.   

Additional studies have focused on HP supercells and BE interactions that have 

resulted in a large comma-shaped HP supercell.  Wurman et al. (2007) observed an 

interaction between the northern flank of an intense ancillary cell with the forward flank 

of a supercell. An enhanced area of convergence was then analyzed in the forward flank  

region of the supercell, and a brief tornado occurred during that interaction.     
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Finley et al. (2001), hereafter F01, performed a numerical simulation of an HP- 

SBE transition from 30 June 1993 that occurred along the intersection between a 

stationary front and an outflow boundary.  They concluded that several cell mergers  

 

Figure 2.3.3. Vertical cross section oriented at 150° (NW–SE) through the southernmost 

left mover and the nearest right-moving neighbor to the north, of wind (a vector length of 

one grid interval represents 12 m s-1), vertical vorticity (contoured at a 50 x 10-4 s-1 

interval, with the zero contour omitted), and rainwater (darkly stippled between 1 and 4 g 

kg-1, lightly stippled between 4 and 10 g kg-1, and clear above 10 g kg-1) at (a) 70, (b) 75, 

(c) 80, and (d) 85 min. (image: Figure 13 from Bluestein and Weisman 2000) 
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contributed to an intensification of the cold pool within the supercell and resulted in a 

rearward tilting of the storm updrafts.  This tilting helped to promote the development of 

a RIJ by increasing the horizontal pressure gradients aloft due to buoyant and dynamic 

forcing up the convective updrafts.  This result was consistent with the prior works of 

Wescott (1984) and Weisman (1993).  A few observations by the authors indicated that 

after the merger, the precipitation rate increased which strengthened the meso-high and 

lead to an increase in the horizontal pressure gradient across the gust front.  The vertical 

vorticity nearly doubled along the gust front as the cold pool generated vorticity 

increased due to its eastward surge, and the authors also noted that the vertical vorticity 

advection into the mesocyclone was greatest in the simulation both before and during the 

early stages of BE transition.  This advection could have helped maintain the intensity of 

the mesocyclone despite it being wrapped in heavy precipitation.   

 In regard to the evolution of the northern cyclonic vortex observed in the 

simulation, previous work by Skamarock et al. (1994) analyzed the evolution of cyclonic 

vortices within long-lived bow echoes and squall lines and found this process could take 

up to 6-10 hours when combined with the effects of planetary vorticity.  However, F01 

noted the dominance of the northern cyclonic vortex of the simulated storm evolved in 

less than an hour.  This suggested the advection of vertical vorticity from the flanking 

line contributed to the hastened dominance of the vortex in the absence of planetary 

vorticity contributions.   

 Hastings & Richardson performed further simulations on supercell mergers.  One 

example included a forward flank merger with a parent classic supercell (cell A) with a 
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nascent supercell (cell B) where the precipitation fields overlapped.  This generated a 

cold pool surge that helped facilitate an updraft bridge and ultimately a singular, 

elongated updraft (figure 2.3.4a).  As this updraft bridge tilted upstream overtop the  

 

 

Figure 2.3.4: Model run of forward flank mergers between cell A and cell B at 150 (T + 

66) min depicting the final BE structure. (a) 2.5-km precipitation mixing ratio (shaded) 

with grid-relative parcel positions plotted every 30 s in filled in circles, colors indicating 

heights, (b) Cold pool strength (shaded), updraft contoured in thick black every 10 m s-1 

starting at 5 m s-1, grid-relative horizontal winds in vectors, and 25-m potential density 

perturbation (Θρ′) contoured in thin black at -5, -3, and -1K, (c) Buoyancy (shaded), 

precipitation ratio contoured in thick black, and plane-parallel winds scaled such that 

1km of horizontal distance is 5.0 m s-1 horizontal wind and 100-m vertical distance is 

10.0 m s-1 vertical wind, (d) As in (c), but with nondimensional buoyancy perturbation 

pressure force shaded.  (image: Figure 22 from Hastings and Richardson 2016) 
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strengthening cold pool (figure 2.3.4b), a buoyancy perturbation pressure minimum was 

analyzed and contributed to the development of a RIJ with associated front-to-rear flow 

(figure 2.3.4c).  A conceptual model illustrating this evolution is presented in figure 

2.3.5.  This simulation produced the widest array of outcomes as the evolution was 

dependent on the intensity of cell B and the amount of precipitation overlap between the 

two storms.  While this interaction generally resulted in a HP supercell, in cases where 

cell B was more mature and contributed a more intense area of combined precipitation, 

this increased the likelihood the resulting system would develop BE-like features.   

 

 

Figure 2.3.5: Conceptual models for mergers involving cold pool surges. (a) Forward-

flank merger resulting in bow echo: (i) Cell B approaches the forward flank of cell A. (ii) 

Large arrow shows flow aloft, thin arrows show near-surface flow. Cyclonic flow around 

updraft B encounters heavy precipitation and descends rapidly to the ground, causing a 

surge in the cold pool. (iii) The cold pool surge triggers new updraft growth. (iv) The 

system continues as an HP supercell/bow echo hybrid. (image: Figure 28(a) from 

Hastings and Richardson 2016) 
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CHAPTER 3 

MEASUREMENT & ANALYSIS 

METHODOLOGIES 

 

3.1 Data Visualization 

 Portions of the synoptic and mesoscale analyses presented herein were displayed 

using the Advanced Weather Interactive Forecasting Processing System (AWIPS) used 

by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and National Weather Service. 

AWIPS allows users to create single- and multi-layer data overlays of meteorological 

data to analyze evolving atmospheric conditions over an area.  AWIPS uses both the 

Mesoscale Analysis and Prediction System (MAPS) and the Rapid Update Cycle (RUC) 

Surface Assimilation Systems (MSAS/RSAS) to perform timely and detailed surface 

analyses.  MSAS/RSAS analyses were used herein to analyze local surface boundaries, 

wind flow, and instability in the vicinity of the target storm intercepted over Valparaiso, 

NE.  For a more detailed description of how MSAS/RSAS systems are parameterized, 

visit the following website: https://msas.noaa.gov/msas_descrip.html.   

 Additionally, surface and upper-air data were obtained from the Weather 

Prediction Center at: 

https://www.wpc.ncep.noaa.gov/archives/web_pages/sfc/sfc_archive.php and the Storm 

Prediction Center online archives at http://www.spc.noaa.gov/obswx/maps/. 

https://msas.noaa.gov/msas_descrip.html
https://www.wpc.ncep.noaa.gov/archives/web_pages/sfc/sfc_archive.php
http://www.spc.noaa.gov/obswx/maps/
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 The Universal RAwinsonde OBservation computer program offers a variety of 

displays for multiple atmospheric parameters, and was used to generate atmospheric 

soundings and hodographs over Omaha, NE.  NEXRAD Level II 88-D data were 

displayed using the GR2 Analyst software, developed by Gibson Ridge, which provides 

high-resolution two-dimensional and three-dimensional viewing capabilities that allow 

analyses of storm structure and evolution.   

3.2 Instrumentation 

 In 2005, the TTU Atmospheric Science group created the first generation of 

rapidly deployable, 2.5-m meteorological observation platforms called “StickNets.”  

These StickNet probes were developed by students and faculty as part of a summer field 

and design course within the TTU Atmospheric Science group and the Wind Science and 

Engineering IGERT program (Schroeder and Weiss 2008).  In total, 24 StickNet 

platforms (figure 3.2.1) were constructed between 2005 and 2008 and available for 

deployment in Project MOBILE  (Multiple Observations of Boundaries in the Local 

Storm Environment).  Table 3.2.1 was adapted from Weiss and Schroeder 2008 and 

provides the specifications of the two designs of StickNets that were constructed.  Type 

A platforms employed an RM Young Wind Monitor and a Campbell Scientific 

temperature and relative humidity sensor which offered a sampling rate up to 10 Hz.  

Type B platforms employed a WXT 510 Vaisala “all-in-one” instrument which could 

sample the same state variables as well as accumulated precipitation and hailfall.  

However, only 1 Hz sampling rates were available on Type B platforms.   

 Each StickNet platform contains a GPS receiver that allows for more precise 
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Figure 3.2.1: TTU StickNet platform Type A (top) and covered trailers (bottom) 

equipped with custom racks used for longer-term deployments (images: Schroeder and 

Weiss 2008). 

 

 

positioning and synchronization of data acquisition times, a flux compass that 

automatically calibrates wind observations to magnetic north, and a bubble level that 

could ensure wind measurements were collected parallel to the horizon, providing a more 
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accurate sample of the horizontal (u-v) wind components (Weiss and 

Schroeder 2008).  The Data Acquisition (DAQ) enclosures contain an internal battery 

that power the platforms for approximately 18 hours of data collection.  The rapid 

deployment of these probes in thunderstorm environments is largely due to their overall 

design and transportation.  In thunderstorm environments, these platforms can be rapidly 

deployed (~two minutes), and when properly secured with three 18” stakes (deployment 

time includes these stakes), they have been tested to withstand peak three-second gusts  

up to 63 m/s (140 mph).   

 

Table 3.2.1: StickNet Platform (Type A & B) Specifications 

Component Model Platform Output Accuracy 

GPS 

Receiver 

SnyPaQ/E-M12 

with SMA-35 

Antenna 

A, B 
Time, latitude, 

longitude, altitude 
-- 

Compass KVH C100 A, B 0-360 deg  +/- 0.5 deg 

All-in-one 

Sensor 
Vaisala WXT510 B 

Temp: -52 to +60 

°C 

RH: 0-100% 

BP: 600-1100 hPa 

WS: 0-60 ms-1 

WD: 0-360 deg 

Accum Rainfall: 

mm 

Accum Hailfall: 

hits cm-2 

Temp: +/- 0.3 °C                     

RH:  +/- 3%                               

BP:  +/- 0.5 hPa 

WS:  +/- 0.3 ms-1                     

WD:  +/- 3 deg                   

Accum Rainfall:  

+/- 5% / day 

Temp/RH 
RM Young 

41382 
A 

Temp: -50 to +50 

°C 

RH: 0 to 100% 

Temp: +/- 0.3 °C                     

RH:  +/- 2% 

Pressure 
Vaisala 

PTB101B 
A 600-1060 hPa  +/- 1.5 hPa 

Wind 
RM Young 

05103V 
A 

WS: 0-100 ms-1  

WD: 0-360 deg 

WS: +/- 1m s-1                          

WD: +/- 3 deg 
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3.3 Project MOBILE 2008 

3.3.1. Experimental Plan 

 Project MOBILE (Multiple Observations of Boundaries In the Local Storm 

Environment) was conducted in spring 2008.  The two primary objectives of MOBILE 

2008 were to: 

1) Obtain high-resolution observations of the surface thermal and kinematic 

variability along thunderstorm outflows, particularly the RFGF, to diagnose 

small-scale circulations and their possible contributions to tornadogenesis 

(Dreessen 2008). 

2) Provide further validation of the use of StickNets as a rapidly-deployable 

observational network in anticipation of the second phase of the Verification 

of Rotation in Tornadoes Experiment (VORTEX2) which would take place 

during the spring of 2009–2010.   

 

 The features analyzed herein will focus on observations collected along the RFGF 

and within the RFD in conjunction with other surface and radar observations of the 

overall storm structure to provide insight into factors leading to HP-SBE transition.    

 

 3.3.2.  StickNet Deployment Strategies 

   There were four vehicles selected for deployments, including two trucks each 

towing a StickNet trailer and two more versatile pickup trucks equipped with custom  
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racks.  The pickup trucks were designated as “SN1” and “SN2,” while the two truck 

trailers were designated “SN3” and “SN4.”  All vehicles were equipped with a laptop 

containing Delorme Street Atlas software for navigational purposes, and the Field 

Command vehicle, deemed “FC” was equipped with Mobile Threat Net software that 

allowed for radar trends to be monitored in real time (dependent on network coverage) 

and allow for any adjustments to the deployment strategies.    

 In the event of a deployment, the StickNet teams would position themselves well 

ahead of a target storm and await instructions from FC before beginning their 

deployment.  The objective was to place evenly spaced probes that would allow for 

sampling of the FFGF and RFGF boundaries, with higher-resolution sampling of the 

mesocyclone/tornado region.  To achieve this, the following strategy was developed and 

described in figure 3.3.1.  Once a target storm was identified, FC would select a latitude 

and longitude where the low-level mesocyclone was expected to cross a nearby road 

seventy-five minutes into the future.  Once identified, this point was deemed “A1” and 

communicated to StickNet Command (SN Lead in figure 3.3.1).  At that time, the trailer 

teams SN3 and SN4 began deploying the coarse array beginning (ending) approximately 

75 minutes (35 minutes) prior to the expected target intercept.   

 The coarse array would extend approximately 20 miles in a north-south direction 

(one-road deployment strategy in this case), with each trailer team deploying five probes 

along a path of roughly 10 miles.  Each trailer team reserved a 6th probe to alter the array 

as necessary, concurrent with updates of position A1 from FC.  Within 55 minutes of  
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Figure 3.3.1: Schematic of theoretical one-road StickNet deployment strategy.  Orange 

StickNet icons represent probes deployed in the coarse array and associated deployment 

vehicle, time and number labeled. Blue StickNet icons represent probes deployed in the 

fine-scale array and associated deployment vehicle, time and number labeled.  (image: 

Skinner 2009). 
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storm intercept, SN1 and SN2 teams were instructed to begin deployment of the fine-

scale array approximately 2.5 miles north of point A.  These probes are used to fill in 

gaps within the coarse array to capture high-resolution observations of regions in and 

around the forecast location of the mesocyclone/tornado, as well as any other desired 

regions missed by SN3 and SN4.  Typical spacing within the fine-scale array would be 

approximately 0.5 miles, with the array centered with respect to point “A#”.   

 Ideally, SN1 and SN2 teams were to deploy from north to south which would 

allow for a safe exit from the storm.  However, if time permitted, those teams were 

directed back to the north at times for additional probe placement.  Deployments should 

be completed no later than 15 minutes prior to the arrival of the low-level mesocyclone to 

allow all teams to safely escape to the south and outside of the storm environment.  After 

the target storm has fully exited the StickNet array and the weather permits, the teams 

will return to their respective deployments for pick-up.  If time and conditions permitted, 

future deployments may be attempted on the same day.   

 

3.4.  StickNet Measurement & Analysis Procedures 

 3.4.1. Bias Corrections & Calculations 

 StickNet data are recorded in a comma-separated file format.  The first line of 

data contains a header line that displays: Platform ID, date, deployment start time, probe 

latitude, longitude, compass heading, and elevation.  This header is followed by rows of 

data collected during deployments: temperature, relative humidity, pressure, wind speed, 

and wind direction for A probes.  B probes additionally collected data on accumulated 
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precipitation and hailfall.  Various quality control measures were taken to properly 

qualify the data for analyses.  Throughout the season of operation, various StickNet mass 

tests were performed to ensure that all instrumentation was functioning properly.   

 During MOBILE 2008, a mass test was completed prior to the beginning of the 

project.  However, considering the deployment used herein took place several weeks after 

that test and may no longer offer an accurate baseline, it was recommended that a 

quiescent 10-minute period be selected at the end of the Valparaiso deployment record to 

test for any discontinuities between the probes.  Scripting used in the quality assurance 

testing, data ingestion, and output were developed in MATLAB.  These scripts were also 

used to calculate derived thermodynamic quantities.  Once the data were plotted, they 

were manually flagged for erroneous kinematic and thermodynamic values and 

discarded, or bias corrected, accordingly.  MATLAB scripting was also used to apply a 

10-minute average to the data to filter out any inherent noise due to the high sampling 

rate of several of the probes.   

 Prior to bias calculations across the array, inspection of the raw deployment 

record revealed potential issues with several of the SN probes.  These issues are 

documented in Table 3.4.2 along with the corrective action taken.  Once data were 

flagged and/or discarded preliminarily, scripts were run to calculate thermodynamic and 

kinematic averages across the array to determine necessary bias corrections to the data 

records.   

 The Valparaiso storm contained large hail up to 2.75” in diameter, as reported 

through National Climatic Data Center (NCDC) storm reports, and it is believed that this 
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large hail impacting several of the probes may have compromised some of their data 

records as probes 0102B, 0103A, 0105A, 0109A, and 0218B all suffered from truncated 

records or were missing thermodynamic data.  Probe 0109A was identified upon pickup 

(Table 3.4.2) to have not recorded any thermodynamic or pressure data during the 

deployment, and it was also noted to have a broken anemometer.   

 Table 3.4.3 displays the biases identified and applied to the data records.  Probe 

0105A appeared to have small biases in the kinematic data, but when corrected and 

plotted with the other probes there were enough inconsistencies noted within the record 

that it was removed from the analysis.  Probe 0215A did not record a compass heading, 

however, it showed a very small bias during quality control analysis and was determined 

to have provided a reliable kinematic dataset.  Probe 0216B was initially noted to have a 

large bias of approximately 39°, and when correcting for this bias, the probe visually 

became misaligned with the observations throughout the array.  Its neighboring probe 

219A was found to have a small bias of roughly 4° and was located just over a tenth of a 

mile to its south.  Therefore, the five-minute period at the beginning of each probe’s 

record was used to calculate a mean wind direction to potentially use as a bias correction.   

 This analysis produced a small bias for probe 216B and produced a time history 

that appeared to visually correlate with that of 219A.  This small bias calculated for 216B 

is identified in Table 3.4.3.  As was previously noted, large hail had damaged several of 

the probes throughout the deployment.  It is possible there was some significant impact of 

hail throughout this period that may have dislodged the anemometer, potentially 

accounting for bias issues occurring at the end of the record.   
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Table 3.4.2 - Deployment Record and Observed Data Issues 

 

Unit ID Problems Corrective Action 

0101A Leg folded (missed stake), anemometer broke Data discarded 

0102B Incomplete data record Data discarded 

0103A Incomplete data record Data discarded 

0105A No compass, bad thermodynamic and pressure data Data discarded 

0107A Relative humidity anomalously high 

Relative Humidity  

& Pressure 

discarded 

0109A 
Nose cone broken, no thermodynamic or pressure 

data 
Kept wind data 

0213A   

0215A No compass  

0216B Alternative wind direction bias correction employed Kept wind data 

0218B Incomplete data record Data discarded 

0219A   

0220B Wrong box Data discarded 

0221A Wrong box Data discarded 

0223A No compass, time code off by 7 hours Data discarded 

0224B   

 

Table 3.4.3: StickNet Biases 

PROBE ID Temp (°C) RH (%) Pres (hPa) WS (ms-1) Wind Dir. (deg)  

107A -0.3319 Bad Data +1.4214** -0.8824 -1.0148 

109A No Thermo No Thermo Bad Data -3.1953 -33.1927 

213A +1.0581 +0.6888 -0.6569 -0.8512 +4.6373 

215A* -0.2516 -1.4994 +0.6176 +0.2288 +0.8551 

216B -0.2506 -0.3563 -0.1039 -0.5560 -4.3147 

219A -0.3470 +1.1128 +0.0231 +0.3624 -4.3575 

224B -0.2089 -0.0541 +0.1201 +0.8160 +0.7351 

* Instrument recorded no compass during deployment 

** Pressure could not be standardized due to missing relative humidity data 
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 As noted earlier, while the StickNet array measures a number of state variables, 

there are some thermodynamic quantities that must be derived to provide insight into the 

storm’s evolution as it crossed the array.  Values of virtual potential temperature (Θv) and 

equivalent potential temperature (Θe) are often used to characterize variations within the 

RFD and FFD regions (Markowski et al. 2002; Shabbott and Markowski 2006; Hirth et 

al. 2008; Skinner 2015).  StickNets only sample temperature, relative humidity, and 

pressure.  However, through various relationships additional thermodynamics quantities 

can be derived.  With the goal of calculating values of virtual and equivalent potential 

temperature, the saturation vapor pressure (es) must be calculated using the Clausius-

Clapeyron equation where es is equal to 6.11 hPa at 0°C or 273.15 K (Wallace and Hobbs 

1977): 

   𝑒𝑠 = 6.11 exp [
𝐿𝑣

𝑅𝑣
 (

1

273.15
 −  

1

𝑇
)]  (3.4.1) 

Lv is defined as the latent heat of vaporization equal to 2.5 x 106 J kg-1, Rv is the gas 

constant for water vapor equal to 287 J kg-1 K-1, and T is the temperature in degrees K.  

The vapor pressure (e) can then be calculated using the relationship: 

   𝑒 = 𝑒𝑠
𝑅𝐻

100
   (3.4.2) 

where RH is the relative humidity sampled by the StickNet array.  Now that the vapor 

pressure and saturation vapor pressure have been calculated, the water vapor mixing ratio 

can be determined through its relationship with vapor pressure using: 

     𝑞𝑣 =
∈𝑒

𝑃−𝑒
   (3.4.3) 
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where ∈ is equal to 0.622 and represents the ratio of the gas constants for dry air and 

water vapor.  Virtual potential temperature can now be calculated using the equations 

identified by Wallace and Hobbs (1977):  

  𝜃𝑣 =  𝜃 (1 + 0.61𝑞𝑣)                  (3.4.4) 

where 𝜃 represents the potential temperature: 

  𝜃 = 𝑇 (
𝑃𝑜

𝑃
)

𝑅𝑑
𝐶𝑝    (3.4.5) 

 

T represents the ambient temperature sampled by the StickNets, Po is sea-level pressure, 

P is the StickNet observed pressure, Rd is the gas constant for dry air (287 J kg-1 K-1), and 

Cp is the specific heat at constant pressure (1004 J kg-1 K-1).    

 The approximations used for calculating Θe were derived from Bolton (1980) 

where 𝜃𝑒 is assumed to be conserved for adiabatic processes and is calculated as: 

𝜃𝑒 = T (
𝑃𝑜

𝑃
)

0.2854(1−0.28𝑞𝑣)

exp [ 𝑞𝑣(1 + 0.81𝑞𝑣) (
3376

𝑇∗ − 2.54)]   (3.4.6) 

where T* is defined as the temperature of air at its saturation point by Betts (1982): 

   𝑇∗ =  
2840

3.5 ln 𝑇−ln 𝑒−4.805
+ 55   (3.4.7) 

 

 Heavy rain and hail were observed throughout this deployment, and any 

associated diabatic effects within the supercell regime will inherently impact values of 𝜃𝑒 

as the above approximations assume only adiabatic processes.  This quantity is conserved 

for adiabatic processes, so it can be used to estimate the height of origin of parcels 
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descending within the FFD from proximity soundings.  However, due to the amount of 

entrainment and precipitation loading that can occur as parcels encounter heavy rainfall 

and hail within mesoscale downdrafts, use of this quantity to estimate parcel origins 

becomes incredibly difficult (Shabbott and Markowski 2006).  It is recommended to 

simply refer to heights on an inflow sounding where 𝜃𝑒 values are equivalent to those 

observed at the surface.   

 Values of 𝜃𝑣 are used to estimate the buoyancy of parcels within the RFD, but 

there are also inherent limitations in their interpretation.  𝜃𝑣 perturbations are 

proportional to changes in buoyancy in the absence of condensate, but during this case, 

all probes were experiencing heavy precipitation during the storm’s transect of the array.  

Given this fact, it should be noted that 𝜃𝑣 fields will overestimate buoyancy in regions of 

heavy precipitation.  Additionally, parcel buoyancy in such situations can be more 

accurately estimated by calculating the density potential temperature (𝜃𝜌), which 

accounts for the effects of liquid water by incorporating the liquid water mixing ratio.  

However, while 𝜃𝜌 can provide a more accurate representation of parcel buoyancy, 

calculations of this quantity are not included herein.   

 Gryzch (2007) and Shabbott and Markowski (2006) noted that neglecting liquid 

water’s effects should produce less than 1 K errors in regions where radar reflectivities 

are less than 50 dBZ.  This case did, however, involve values of reflectivity that were 

quite high, on the order of 60–70 dBZ at times, so that will likely yield values of 𝜃𝑣 that 

have larger than 1 K errors.   However, considering the scope of this study is not to 

analyze RFD and FFD parcels that could affect tornadogenesis, radar reflectivity and the  
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presence of condensate were not accounted for in the above derivations.  The deficits 

observed herein should be viewed as a relative representation of the strong negative 

buoyancy that is believed to have existed within the RFD and stormscale cold pool that 

contributed to the storm’s transition.   

 3.4.2. Base State Approximations 

 Determining a proper base state as a point of reference for thermodynamic deficits 

is useful to the analysis of RFD parcels within supercells.  Previous studies have 

attempted various methods for calculating inflow base states.  Based on the previous 

work of Markowski et al. (1998), Shabbott and Markowski (2006), and Skinner (2009), 

the initial base state will be inferred from observations collected by the StickNet array 

prior to their intercept of the target storm.  The KOAX sounding was located 

approximately 30 miles east of the deployment site and was experiencing easterly flow 

along and north of a warm front draped from west to east across the region.  An average 

of 𝜃𝑒 and 𝜃𝑣 values within the lowest 50 hPa of the KOAX sounding were compared to 

the near-surface conditions observed by the StickNet array.  Comparisons of the two 

methods produced nearly identical values of 𝜃𝑒 and 𝜃𝑣, thus it was determined to use the 

inflow sampled by the StickNet array as a base state approximation for this deployment.  

It is worth nothing that prior to the StickNet deployment, a smaller developing supercell, 

which would ultimately merge with the target storm, traversed the road along which the 

array would be placed.  While this could have contaminated the initial inflow 

environment of the target storm, the effects of the smaller cell appear to have been 

negligible given the similarity of the StickNet and KOAX observations. 
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CHAPTER 4 

 

ANALYSIS 

4.1.  Synoptic Analysis 

 At 12:00 UTC 4 June 2008, upper-air analysis (figure 4.1.1) revealed a large, 

positively tilted trough centered over the Pacific Northwest.  A broad area of 75-80 knot 

southwesterly winds at 250 hPa (not shown) extended from the base of the trough over 

southern Nevada into central and northern Minnesota.  Within this southwesterly flow 

and downstream of the main trough axis, weak cyclonic flow was visible across 

northwestern Nebraska and western South Dakota, and the 500 hPa analysis revealed a 

secondary shortwave trough centered over extreme southern Manitoba.  This shortwave 

was likely one of the initiating mechanisms of convection from the previous night that 

had moved through northern and central Nebraska.   

In response to the deepening upper-level trough over the Pacific Northwest, the 

12:00 UTC surface analysis (figure 4.1.2) depicted a weak lee trough developing over 

northwest Oklahoma, along with a pendant stationary boundary extending northeast 

across southeastern Kansas and into northwestern Missouri.  The 850 hPa flow (not 

shown) was weakly cyclonic across the Northern Plains, but south of the aforementioned 

surface stationary boundary, strong southwesterly flow existed across central Oklahoma 

and Texas.  This was preventing the northward advection of deep Gulf moisture into the 

Northern and Central Plains.  Underneath this elevated mixed layer (EML) and south of 
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the surface stationary boundary, 12:00 UTC surface analysis revealed large-scale 

southerly flow allowing Gulf moisture to advect as far as northeast Oklahoma.   

 Analysis of the 12:00 UTC 4 June skew-T for Omaha, NE (KOAX) (figure 4.1.3) 

shows the lowest 50 hPa of the of the atmosphere was nearly saturated with LCLs 

analyzed at 771 m AGL.  Visible satellite imagery at this time indicated some low-level 

and mid-level cloud cover over the area which is believed to be the result of lingering 

convective debris from overnight convection.  Above the near-saturated low-levels, a 

pronounced EML extended roughly from 0.5-3.5 km AGL, generating CIN of -242 J kg-1.  

The wind profile over KOAX exhibited weak west-southwesterly flow velocities from 1-

4 km AGL, but easterly flow was present from the surface to 1km AGL as Omaha was 

located well to the north of the surface stationary front.   

 Visible satellite imagery shown at 15:40 UTC (figure 4.1.4a) revealed a large 

west-southwest to northeast-oriented outflow boundary extending from Imperial, NE to 

just west of Norfolk, NE.  This lingering boundary was the result of overnight 

convection.  As this boundary drifted southward, the warm front to the south continued 

its northward trek as upper-level forcing was approaching over eastern Colorado.  By 

18:00 UTC, MSAS SBCAPE values had climbed to 2000-2500 J kg-1, and by 20:49 UTC 

(figure 4.1.4b), convection was rapidly initiating along the outflow boundary, producing 

a cluster of storms that would yield the parent HP supercell which is the focus of this case 

study.   By 00:00 UTC 5 June, 500 hPa analysis (figure 4.1.5) revealed the continued 

deepening of the shortwave across the West.  Concurrent surface analysis (figure 4.1.6) 

revealed a 985 hPa surface low in southeastern Colorado with a pendant warm front 
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Figure 4.1.1: Storm Prediction Center upper-air analysis for 500 hPa at 12:00 UTC 4 

June 2008 where red dotted lines represent temperature (℃), black lines represent heights 

(dam). 

  

 

Figure 4.1.2: Weather Prediction Center 12:00 UTC surface analysis with winds (knots), 

temperatures, and dewpoints (℉). 
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extending roughly northeastward into southeast Nebraska and southern Iowa.  Supercells 

and multicellular thunderstorms had already begun developing along this boundary, and 

this boundary is thought to have played a role in the transition and maintenance of the 

parent HP supercell herein.  Figure 4.1.7a shows the large EML observed in the 12:00 

UTC 4 June environment was not as prevalent, and the low-level environment had 

moistened considerably at and below the 850 hPa level due to moisture advection by the 

developing low-level jet.  Additionally, diurnal heating weakened the strong capping 

inversion.  Visible satellite imagery at 00:00 UTC 5 June also revealed widespread anvil 

blow-off from nearby convection which likely resulted in the moistening of the upper- 

level environment.  Despite the low- and upper-level moisture advection, a large area of 

 

 

Figure 4.1.3: RAOB Skew-T plots for KOAX at 1200 UTC 4 June 2008. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 4.1.4: (a) MSAS 15:00 UTC 4 June surface frontal analysis (green) with overlay 

of the 15:40 UTC visible satellite imagery depicting outflow boundaries present across 

Nebraska (b) MSAS 21:00 UTC 4 June surface frontal analysis (green) with overlay of 

the 20:45 UTC visible satellite imagery depicting convective towers intensifying along 

the large outflow boundary. 

 

 

  
 

Figure 4.1.5: Storm Prediction Center 500 hPa upper-air analysis for 00:00 UTC 4 June 

2008 where red dotted lines represent temperature (℃), black lines represent heights 

(dam). 
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dry mid-level air remained over the area.    

 While the magnitude of the mid-level wind flow remained unchanged from that 

observed at 12:00 UTC, the low-level wind profile (figure 4.1.7b) had improved.  Winds 

within the 850-700 hPa layer had become more backed due to the northward movement 

of the surface warm front and intensification of the mid-level and surface low.  The 

favorable counterclockwise turning in the hodograph (figure 4.1.7b) yielded 0-3 km 

storm-relative helicity (SRH) values of 285 s-1 and 0-1 km SRH values of 215 s-1, while 

SBCAPE values at 00:00 UTC had climbed to ~1800 J kg-1 per the KOAX sounding in 

(figure 4.1.7a).  Figure 4.1.8 shows the MSAS surface wind analysis at 01:00 UTC 5 June 

with the frontal position analyzed.  LAPS SBCAPE analysis at this same time (not 

shown) revealed the environment was significantly more unstable south of the warm front 

with values reaching 2000-3600 J kg-1.   

 As shown in the 00:00 UTC KOAX sounding (figure 4.1.7a), winds within the 

850–700 hPa layer were out of the south and southeast.  Given this wind profile, storms 

that could travel in close proximity to or anchor along the boundary could ingest this 

more unstable air at low-levels.  HP supercells have been shown to travel along thermal 

boundaries, and such boundaries have also been known to be a source of baroclinic 

horizontal vorticity which can enhance mesocyclone development (Markowski et al. 

1998; Klimowski 2000; Midgley and Schroeder 2004).   

 The target storm that approached Valparaiso by 01:00 UTC was found to have a 

storm motion of 272 degrees at 28 knots per KOAX radar estimations.  To determine how 

that motion would impact the SR wind flow at critical layers analyzed by RS98, new SR  
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Figure 4.1.6: Weather Prediction Center 00:00 UTC surface analysis with winds (knots), 

temperatures and dew points (℉). 

 

 

winds were calculated using their method:  

   |𝑉𝑆𝑅| =  √[(𝑢𝑒 − 𝑢𝑠)2 + (𝑣𝑒 − 𝑣𝑠)2]   (4.1.1) 

 

where ue and ve represent the u- and v-component of the environmental wind, us and vs 

represent the u- and v-component of the storm motion vector, and VSR is the storm-

relative wind.  Results displayed in figure 4.1.9 show the SR wind calculated at each 

level of the 00:00 UTC KOAX sounding.   It was discovered that the SR 9-10 km flow 

was approximately 22 knots.  For reference, the 3-7 km SR flow was found to be near 26 

knots, followed by the 0-500 m boundary layer SR wind near 49 knots.   

 Additionally, similar analysis was performed to determine the magnitude of the  
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(a)  

 

 

 

(b)  

Figure 4.1.7: (a) RAOB environmental sounding for KOAX at 00:00 UTC 5 June 2008 

(b) RAOB hodograph for same time. 
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(a)  

(b)  

Figure 4.1.8: (a) MSAS analysis of surface wind flow at 01:00 UTC 5 June 2008 with 

the location of the surface warm front delineated across southern Nebraska and extreme 

southern Iowa, and (b) LAPS surface-based CAPE (J kg-1). 

 

environmental wind shear within the 0-1 km, 0-6 km, and 3-7 km layer.  The 0-6 km 

layer shear magnitude was strong at 53.48 knots and supportive of strongly rotating 
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supercells.  The 3-7 km layer shear was only 17.2 knots, and when coupled with the dry 

air analyzed within this layer, supercells would be expected to produce downdrafts in 

close proximity to their updrafts with the potential for rapid low-level mesocyclone 

development (B94; GW98).  Additionally, the magnitude of the 0-1 km shear was also 

strong at 20.1 knots which would be supportive of tornadic supercells.    

 
 

Figure 4.1.9: Storm-relative winds calculated at all levels of the KOAX sounding at 00:00 

UTC 5 June.   
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4.2. Radar Observations 

 4.2.1. Supercell Evolution & Merger 

 As the upper-level forcing arrived over western Nebraska, a large outflow 

boundary draped across central Nebraska began to ignite with thunderstorm development 

by 18:56 UTC 4 June.  Over the next few hours, supercells and multicell clusters of 

storms continued to develop, prompting the NWS to issue several Severe Thunderstorm 

and Tornado Warnings.  By 21:28 UTC 4 June, the first echoes pertinent to this study 

developed along a small secondary boundary evident on the KEUX radar in Hastings, 

NE.  As cells matured, they began to exhibit supercellular characteristics including a 

hook echo and weak mid-level rotation.  Two supercells had evolved by 23:09 UTC with 

the lead storm, Cell A, exhibiting tight rotation at ~2 km AGL in the 0.5-degree base 

scan.  These two supercells were also undergoing multiple cell mergers with other 

smaller cells that were developing as warm, moist air was being lifted over the warm 

front.   

 Figure 4.2.1 depicts the lead supercell, Cell A, at 23:46 UTC and identifies three 

smaller cells moving northwestward that would subsequently merge with Cell A.  The 

middle cell was the first to merge with Cell A’s updraft region at 23:50 UTC, followed 

by the westernmost cell just five minutes later with Cell A’s RFD.  The easternmost of 

the smaller cells merged into the forward flank and updraft region at 00:14 UTC 5 June.   

This series of cell mergers led to Cell A’s evolution into a HP supercell by 01:18 UTC as 

reflectivity values within the forward flank and hook echo had increased to above 60 

dBZ.  By 00:27 UTC, Cell A’s first tornado was reported outside of Surprise, NE near the 
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apex of the third merger, 21 miles west of Valparaiso, NE.  Unfortunately, this tornado 

was not identified by NWS storm surveys, so it is not certain if this was a valid report.  

After cycling through 00:41 UTC, Cell A produced an NWS confirmed tornado near 

Ulysses, NE 17 miles west of Valparaiso, confirming it was surface-based and likely 

ingesting the surface easterly flow along and just north of the warm front.   

 Ahead of Cell A, Cell B was traveling north-northwestward, roughly coincident 

with a north-south oriented road, State Route 79 (SR 79).  Figure 4.2.2 shows the position 

of Cell A and Cell B at 00:41 UTC.  This highway coincides where the StickNet array 

was about to be deployed, beginning around 01:11 UTC.  Inspection of the character of 

Cell B in the 1.4-degree velocity scan revealed weak mid-level shear in the updraft 

region, as well as a BWER at roughly 4 km AGL.  Considering its structure, Cell B was 

classified as a nascent supercell, and this storm would later merge into the forward flank 

 
 

Figure 4.2.1: 23:46 UTC 4 June KOAX 0.5-degree radar reflectivity. White circles 

indicate small cells that could merge with the Cell A in the updraft and RFD regions. 
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and updraft region of the parent HP supercell, Cell A.  From 00:41-00:51 UTC, Cell A 

continued traveling eastward as Cell B traveled northwestward.  By 00:55 UTC, the 50 

dBZ cores appeared to be merging aloft, and by 01:00 UTC, base reflectivity scans 

revealed the two storms had intensified.  Maximum reflectivity values within Cell A and 

B had increased to 65 dBZ and 67 dBZ, respectively, and the areal extent of those high 

reflectivities had also increased.   

 Figure 4.2.3a shows Cell A and the location of its RFD and RFGF at 01:04 UTC.   

Small cells appear to have developed along the RFGF as seen in the base reflectivity and 

velocity scans.  The high reflectivity cores of Cell A and Cell B are evident at this time, 

but it is notable that the low-level reflectivity cores had not fully coalesced into one 

distinct echo.  However, figure 4.2.3b shows a three-dimensional view of the elevated 50 

 

  
Figure 4.2.2: 0.5-degree base reflectivity scan from KOAX radar at 00:41 UTC. Cell A 

(left) is approaching the smaller nascent Cell B (right).  White line denotes future 

location of the TTU StickNet array along SR79. 
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dBZ cores between the forward flank of Cell A and the western flank of Cell B.  This 

view produces evidence the cores had begun coalescing aloft.  The character of this 

merger appears to follow similarly to those observed by BW2000 and Lee et al. (2006) 

where two cells of similar intensities were found to merge aloft first, followed by a 

coalescing of “distinct reflectivity maxima” at lower levels.  In the moments following 

the onset of the merger of the two cells, Cell A produced a second confirmed tornado at 

01:10 UTC over Dwight, NE.  This tornadic cycle may have involved some contribution 

from Cell B and its interaction with the forward flank of Cell A.   

 After the tornadic cycle occurred at 01:10 UTC, the RFD also suddenly deviated 

from its easterly movement and surged southeast.  It appears that Cell B may have 

impeded Cell A’s inflow as its core began interacting with Cell A’s forward flank.  From 

roughly 01:00-01:14 UTC, outbound velocities representing Cell A’s inflow decreased 

with time as Cell B approached.  This weakened inflow may have subsequently 

weakened Cell A’s updraft and allowed the supercell’s outflow to become dominant, 

leading to the first RFD surge.   

 At 01:10 UTC, Cell B was located seven miles northwest of Valparaiso, NE, 

where the first StickNet was about to be deployed.  Its northward movement had ceased 

as it continued interacting with the forward flank outflow from Cell A.  By 01:14 UTC, 

0.5-degree base velocity in figure 4.2.4a revealed a convergence line developing west of 

Touhy and extending northeast to Malmo.  A sharp reflectivity gradient was developing 

along this convergence line, and the updraft of Cell B continued to intensify as evidenced 
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(a)  

(b)  

Figure 4.2.3: KOAX radar displays at 01:04 UTC. (a) The top frame depicts a plan view 

of the reflectivity (left) and base velocity (right) imagery with the position of the RFGF 

traced by the black line, and the position of Cell A, Cell B, and the RFD are also labeled. 

(b) Shows a three-dimensional volumetric display of the 50 dBZ+ core. The merged core 

of Cell A and B is shown aloft with Cell A’s RFGF labeled along with Cell B’s forward 

flank.   

 

by an expanding BWER at 3 km AGL (not shown).  While Cell B’s updraft intensified, 

its low-level 50 dBZ reflectivity core had coalesced with that of Cell A.  According to the 

definition set by Lee et al. (2006), the coalescence of this high-reflectivity contour 
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between the two cells indicates Cell B’s merger with Cell A has completed.  However, it 

is important to note that while the forward flanks of the cells had merged, both supercell 

updrafts were still discernable along the leading edge of the complex.   

 Over the next 10 minutes, the convergence line along the leading edge of the 

forward flank sharpened and remained nearly stationary.  By 01:23 UTC, the reflectivity 

gradient (figure 4.2.4c) had intensified with maximum reflectivities increasing to 60-65 

dBZ.  The convergence line now extended along a northeast oriented line from north of 

Touhy to northwest of Colon, and volumetric analysis of the area above this convergence 

line was performed at 01:14 UTC and 01:23 UTC to determine how this structure 

evolved aloft.   

 Figure 4.2.4a depicts a plan view of the selected area (white box) encompassing 

the convergence line and the RFD of Cell A at 01:14 UTC.  The RFD of Cell A was 

included in this analysis to determine the merger’s impacts on its updraft region.  The 

volumetric display is oriented looking from a northeast to southwest direction along the 

convergence line.  When the convergence line outlined in figure 4.2.4a was correlated 

with the volumetric view in figure 4.2.4b, the convergence line was found to be 

generating new updrafts developing in a bridge between the updrafts of Cell A and B.  At 

01:14 UTC, the southern extent of this bridge extended into the updraft region of Cell A, 

just northwest of Valparaiso, and it continued northeast through the updraft of Cell B, 

stretching to just south of Malmo.  Vertically, outbound velocities associated with the 

updrafts extended to above 20 kft AGL indicating strong low-level convergence and 

upward vertical motion.   
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 By 01:23 UTC, examination of figures 4.2.4c-d showed the convergence line and 

associated reflectivity gradient had further sharpened and intensified, respectively, with 

the updraft bridge climbing to 30-40 kft AGL.  The bridge was oriented south-southwest 

to north-northeast, extending from just northwest of Valparaiso and east of Malmo 

(figure 4.2.4c).  A new layer of rear inflow also appeared between 10-30 kft as the 

updrafts intensified (figure 4.2.4d).   

(a)  

(b)  
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(c)  

(d)  

 

Figure 4.2.4: KOAX radar depicting (a) plan view at 01:14 UTC where the white box 

highlights the area selected for volumetric analysis in the 0.5-degree reflectivity (left 

panel) and 0.5-degree base velocity (right panel), and where the positions of Cell A, Cell 

B, the reflectivity gradient and associated convergence line, and the region of new 

updrafts between the two cells are denoted. (b) Volumetric analysis showing the region of 

new updrafts as viewed from the northeast direction, velocities contoured beginning at 

+/- 20 kts, (c) same as in (a) but at 01:23 UTC but with only Cell A labeled, (d) same as 

in (b) taken at 01:23 UTC. 

 

 Figure 4.2.5a revealed the convergence line had pivoted cyclonically through 

01:28 UTC and had become oriented along a north-south line (paralleling SR 79).  The 
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volumetric view from the north in figure 4.2.5b shows a mature updraft bridge that 

extended vertically to between 40-50 kft AGL. Additionally, the updraft bridge had 

become increasingly tilted upstream, stretching rearward overtop the storm scale cold 

pool situated under the large 60-70 dBZ reflectivity core.  By 01:28 UTC (figure 4.2.5a), 

 (a)  

(b)  

Figure 4.2.5: (a) Same as 4.2.4a taken at 01:28 UTC, (b) same as 4.2.4b but looking 

from a more northerly direction.   
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the merger of Cell A and B had resulted in a large, intense precipitation core, and these 

increased precipitation rates likely initiated strong precipitation-induced downdrafts 

within the combined forward flank.  Behind this reflectivity core, figure 4.2.5b shows the 

new layer of rear inflow continued nosing in behind the updraft bridge between 10-30 kft 

AGL.   

 By 01:28 UTC, the parent HP supercell, Cell A, contained a large forward flank 

reflectivity core with a tilted updraft bridge along its leading edge.  The front-to-rear flow 

layer developed by the rearward tilting updraft bridge and its subsequent initiation of a 

new RIJ, signaled Cell A’s BE transition was beginning.  However, within the updraft 

bridge, the mesocyclones of Cell A and Cell B were still discernable in radar velocity 

even though their forward flank merger had completed by 01:14 UTC (figure 4.2.4a).  As 

Cell A’s transition progressed, these two updrafts remained key players in the evolution 

of the storm’s mesocyclone and will be discussed in the next section.   

 4.2.2. Mesocyclone Evolution & Bow Echo Transition 

 Following the completion of the forward flank merger of Cell A and B, Cell A 

began developing a new low-level mesocyclone.  After the southeast surge of the RFD 

had ended by 01:23 UTC, the RFD began to propagate in a more east-northeasterly 

direction as the new low-level mesocyclone was developing.  Figure 4.2.6 shows two 

four-panel radar displays that include base reflectivity, velocity, spectrum width, and 

normalized rotation (a product derived by GR2 Analyst).  The white circles highlight the 

location of a developing circulation immediately preceding and following its passage 
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through the StickNet array (white line) along SR 79.  A small couplet was visible west of 

the array at 01:23 UTC (figure 4.2.6a), and based on the lower normalized rotation 

returns, this was considered to be a weak circulation.  By 01:28 UTC (figure 4.2.6b), the 

small couplet had evolved into two couplets east of the array, and the dominant 

circulation appeared to be the lead couplet as it exhibited slightly higher normalized 

rotation returns.   

 By 01:37 UTC (figure 4.2.7a), a higher-resolution perspective of Cell A’s 

mesocyclone is provided.  At this time, a third confirmed tornado occurred near Ceresco, 

NE and is considered to have been associated with the lead couplet as indicated by the 

strong normalized rotation returns.  This perspective also reveals the tornado appeared to 

occur behind Cell A’s RFGF which is denoted in figure 4.2.7.  As this tornado occurred, 

a unique evolution involving Cell B’s mesocyclone was also observed.   

 Recall the position of Cell B’s mesocyclone within the northern extent of the 

updraft bridge at 01:23 UTC (figure 4.2.6b).  Figure 4.2.7a reveals that by 01:37 UTC, 

the mesocyclone of Cell B was located northwest of Cell A’s mesocyclone.  From 01:23-

01:37 UTC, it appears Cell B’s mesocyclone migrated cyclonically toward Cell A’s 

mesocyclone and was still exhibiting weak rotation as shown by the lower normalized 

rotation returns in figure 4.2.7a.  The spectrum width imagery at this time also highlights 

this circulation, and reflectivity imagery reveals it was shrouded in heavy precipitation.   

 By 01:43 UTC (figure 4.2.7b), lower normalized rotation returns indicated the 

lead tornadic couplet east of Ceresco had weakened.  Spectrum width imagery also  
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(a)

(b)  

 

Figure 4.2.6: KOAX (a) 0.5-degree reflectivity (top left), velocity (top right), spectrum 

width (bottom left), and normalized rotation (bottom right) taken at 01:23 UTC, and (b) 

same as in (a) but taken at 01:28 UTC with black circle highlighting Cell B’s updraft.  

The white circles in all images highlight the developing low-level mesocyclone in Cell A 

as it traversed the TTU StickNet array along SR 79 extending from Valparaiso, NE (red 

plus) southward to just northwest of Agnew, NE (yellow dot).  The white line in all 

images highlights the extent of the StickNet deployment.   
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 (a)  

(b)  

 

Figure 4.2.7: KOAX (a) 0.5-degree reflectivity (top left), velocity (top right), spectrum 

width (bottom left), and normalized rotation (bottom right) taken at 01:37 UTC, and (b) 

same as in (a) but taken at 01:43 UTC.  The white circles in all images highlight the 

tornadic low-level mesocyclone of Cell A.  The black circle highlights the occluded 

mesocyclone associated with Cell B.     

 

showed the RFGF had wrapped cyclonically around Cell A’s low-level mesocyclone, 

further occluding its circulation.  The tip of the RFGF also extended westward to the 
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weaker mesocyclone of Cell B.  Over the next several minutes, a second tornado was 

reported as Cell B’s mesocyclone progressed east.   

 NWS tornado survey tracks are displayed in figure 4.2.8.  Their analysis indicates 

one path south of Ceresco at 01:37 UTC and a second path to the north at 01:55 UTC.  

The track of tornado #1065 south of Ceresco appears to have been associated with the 

lead couplet of Cell A in figure 4.2.7, and the second tornado, #1066, may have been 

associated with the mesocyclone of Cell B.  The second tornado reportedly occurred at 

01:55 UTC.  However, there was no feature in the radar imagery at that time to indicate 

any tornadic potential.  While the location of Cell B’s couplet seems to align with the 

track identified by the NWS, the time appears to be incorrect.  It is not known exactly 

how these paths were determined, but the NWS did find that damage consistent with two 

EF1 tornadoes occurred.    

 As low-level mesocyclones were producing potentially two tornadoes near 

Ceresco, Cell A attempted to cycle one final time from 01:37-01:47 UTC before 

occluding by 01:52 UTC.  This evolution is depicted in figure 4.2.9.  At 01:37 UTC 

(figure 4.2.9a), maximum inbound velocities within the RFD outflow located south of 

Ceresco topped 100 knots.  Maximum outbound velocities in the inflow of Cell A’s 

updraft topped 56 knots.  Figure 4.2.9b shows the vertical structure of the low- and mid-

level mesocyclone, along with an inset view of the PPI taken at that time.  Three-

dimensional radar analyses display outbound and inbound velocity contours of +/-20 

knots, respectively.   

 By 01:43 UTC, figure 4.2.9c suggests Cell B’s updraft appeared to have  
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Figure 4.2.8: Displays a map of tornado tracks along with their corresponding ratings 

from 4-5 June 2008 over Nebraska.  Details on each tornado are included in the table 

above.  Number labels on the map correspond to the SPC report number in the table.  

Valparaiso, NE location is highlighted by blue locator along Hwy. 79. Sources: 

TornadoHistoryProject.com (tornado metadata) & 

https://mrcc.illinois.edu/gismaps/cntytorn.htm# (track map) 

 

dissipated, and radar imagery indicated it was shrouded in heavy precipitation (not 

shown).  However, inflow associated with Cell A’s mesocyclone which previously 

extended vertically to ~20 kft AGL, was now found to have reached near 40 kft AGL.  

Maximum 0.5-degree inbound velocities within the RFD remained very strong but 

decreased to 85 knots, while maximum outbound velocities within Cell A’s inflow 

increased slightly to 57 knots.  Concurrently, rear-inflow continued to intrude between 

15-30 kft AGL, and it was revealed that the RIJ extended into the RFD of Cell A.  This 

https://mrcc.illinois.edu/gismaps/cntytorn.htm
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RIJ intrusion continued through 01:47 UTC (figure 4.2.9d), and while the RFD outflow 

continued to advance eastward and maintain its robust structure, the inflow associated 

with the updraft of Cell A showed signs of weakening.  Its maximum 0.5-degree 

outbound velocities remained steady around 57 knots, but vertically, 20-knot inbound 

velocities had dropped to around 30 kft AGL.  The inset PPI view at that time supported 

this weakening trend as the area of maximum outbounds decreased.   

 By 01:52 UTC, figure 4.2.9e shows the updraft of Cell A had fully occluded due 

to the decreased volumetric appearance of outbound velocities, but the RFD continued to 

show a connection with the RIJ.  Analysis of the reflectivity structure in figure 4.2.10 

revealed the SBE complex appeared to have spiraling rain bands wrapping cyclonically 

around the weakened mid-level mesocyclone, and in the following minutes this mid-level 

mesocyclone broadened in reflectivity imagery.   

 By 02:01 UTC, the storm had completed its SBE transition.  Once the storm 

exited the cone of silence associated with the KOAX radar, the classic BE structure was 

observed in figure 4.2.11.  The mesocyclone had evolved into the typical comma head of 

the BE (figure 4.2.11a) and vertical cross-sections revealed the front-to-rear flow and 

rear-to-front flow characteristically associated with BEs (figure 4.2.11b).  This BE 

ultimately became part of a larger line of thunderstorms as the warm front ignited with 

convection and continued into the overnight hours across Iowa. 
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(a)   

(b)   
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(c)  

(d)   
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(e)  

 

Figure 4.2.9: KOAX radar series showing the evolution of Cell A’s mesocyclone on 5 

June 2008.  (a) The PPI view is oriented north-south at 01:37 UTC with the volumetric 

analysis area outlined by the white box, (b) volumetric scan looking from the north at 

01:37 UTC with inset PPI map in the bottom left corner, velocities contoured beginning 

at +/- 20 kts, (c) same as (b) taken at 01:43 UTC, (d) same as (b) taken at 01:47 UTC, (e) 

same as (b) taken at 01:52 UTC with inset PPI map in bottom right corner. 

 

 

Figure 4.2.10: KOAX 0.5-degree base reflectivity at 01:52 UTC. 
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(a)  

(b)  

Figure 4.2.11: KOAX radar displays at 02:29 UTC. (a) The top frame depicts a plan view 

of the reflectivity (left) and base velocity (right), (b) 3D cross-section showing base 

velocities within the transitioned BE, along with labels highlighting the front-to-rear and 

rear-to-front flow.   
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4.3. StickNet Observations 

 The TTU StickNet array (figure 4.3.1) was deployed along a 5.6 km (3.5 mile) 

stretch of the north-south oriented SR 79, extending southward from Valparaiso to just 

north of Agnew, NE.  The array was deployed in an attempt to sample the RFD and 

mesocyclone region of Cell A as it approached from the west.  The northern extent of the 

array included probes 216B, 219A, 224B, and 107A and provided the highest resolution 

of observations across the array.  The southern extent of the array included probes 109A, 

213A, and 0215A, providing a lower resolution of data as measurements from several 

other probes were discarded due to poor quality or missing data.  On radar imagery 

herein, probe 216B will be highlighted by a red plus, depicting the northernmost point of 

the array, and 215A will be highlighted by a yellow dot depicting the southernmost point 

of the array.  A white line will also be used to delineate the position of the array.   

 Prior to the deployment, radar analysis revealed a small nascent supercell, Cell B, 

traversing the future deployment area along SR79 at 00:41 UTC.  There was some 

concern the passage of Cell B would have impacted the base state used for 

thermodynamic comparisons as the target storm crossed the array.  However, 

comparisons between the thermodynamic environment at the beginning of the 

deployment and those averaged across the lowest 50 hPa of the 00:00 UTC KOAX 

sounding revealed nearly identical thermodynamic characteristics.  Therefore the inflow 

environment sampled by probes 216B, 219A, and 224B at the beginning of the 

deployment was used as a base state approximation herein.  The deployment began at 

01:11 UTC when the RFD of Cell A was located roughly four miles west of SR 79.   
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Figure 4.3.1: Google Earth map highlighting the locations of each probe during the TTU 

StickNet deployment on 4-5 June 2008. 

 

Recall that at this time, Cell A and Cell B were already interacting north of the 

deployment zone.  219A, 224B, and 216B were the first probes to be deployed, followed 

by 107A, 109A, 213A, and 215A.  The deployment was completed at approximately 

01:26 UTC as heavy precipitation was already occurring within the array.  Figure 4.3.2 

displays the StickNet observations from 01:11-01:56 UTC and encompasses the full HP-

SBE evolution.   

 From 01:11- 01:16 UTC, probes 216B, 219A, and 224B were located under 

moderate precipitation generated by the updraft bridge developing within the inflow of 

Cell A.  Relative humidity remained steady in 216B but rose slightly in probes 219A and 

224B (figure 4.3.2b).  Temperatures in figure 4.3.2a were steady at this time, so the 
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increasing relative humidity indicated a slight moistening of the environment.  All probes 

recorded a 2-3 hPa pressure decrease from 01:13-01:16 UTC, reaching a minimum 

pressure of approximately 985 hPa by 01:16 UTC (figure 4.3.2c).  This pressure drop was 

occurring within the inflow of Cell A (figure 4.3.3a) which was also the southern tip of 

the updraft bridge generated by Cell A and B’s merger.  Similar features, referred to as 

“inflow lows,” have been described by Davies-Jones (2002) where surface pressures 

lowered in advance of an approaching updraft owing to the upward acceleration of 

parcels in response to non-hydrostatic vertical pressure gradient forces (NHVPGF).  A 

large convective overhang also extended over the array (figure 4.3.3) which formed as 

vaulted updrafts lofted hydrometeors to higher altitudes where they were transported 

downstream by the mid-and upper-level southwesterly winds.     

(a)
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(b)

 
 

(c) 
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(d) 

 

 

(e) 
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(f)

 

 

(g)

 

Figure 4.3.2: TTU StickNet probe observations labeled north to south within the 

deployment that occurred between 01:11 UTC and 01:56 UTC 5 June 2008 (a) 

temperature (K), (b) relative humidity, (c) sea-level pressure (hPa), (d) wind speed 

(knots), (e) wind direction, (f) equivalent potential temperature perturbations, (g) virtual 

potential temperature perturbations. 
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 During this surface pressure perturbation, probes 216B, 219A and 224B were 

recording 25-35-knot (figure 4.3.2d) northeasterly winds (figure 4.3.2e).  These 

observations were consistent with those seen in radar velocities (figure 4.3.3a) with 

strong outbounds associated with Cell A’s inflow visible east of the hook echo.  Probe 

107A was the southernmost probe at this point and was recording east-southeasterly 

velocities of only 7-10 knots.  The kinematic differences observed across the array are 

thought to be due to each probe’s relative position within the inflow of Cell A.  Probe 

107A was located south of the precipitation being experienced by the northern probes, so 

that could explain its weaker velocities.  Probes 219A and 224B observed a gradual ~1 K 

decrease in Θe and Θv from 01:13-01:16 UTC (figure 4.3.2e-f ), and 216B recorded a 1 K 

deficit in Θe but no Θv perturbation.  Such deficits in Θv have been observed in 

association with anvil shadows created by an approaching convective tower.   

 From 01:16-01:21 UTC, figure 4.3.2e shows winds began veering to a 

southwesterly direction as the RFGF of Cell A approached the array.  Winds significantly 

decreased to between 5-12 knots by 01:22 UTC when the RFGF is hypothesized to have 

entered the array.  By 01:23 UTC, figure 4.3.4a shows the reflectivity gradient of the 

hook echo and RFD was still west of the array, but radar velocities indicate the RFGF 

had already crossed SR 79, yielding southwesterly flow across the array.  Leading up to 

the entrance of the RFGF, thermodynamic observations from probes 216B and 224B 

showed a positive Θe perturbation of 0-1 K, but 219A remained steady and exhibited 

almost no change.  213A, located ~2.7 km (1.7 miles) to the south of 224B, did not come 

online until after 01:21 UTC when it observed a positive Θe perturbation of ~4 K with a 
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(a)  

(b)  

 

Figure 4.3.3: KOAX radar imagery at 01:14 UTC (a) 0.5-degree base reflectivity scan 

with the StickNet array delineated by a white line along SR. 79. (b) Volumetric 

reflectivity display showing the large vaulted updraft extending overtop the array.  

 

Θv perturbation of 1 K.  216B reported little to no change in Θv from the beginning of its 

deployment after 01:12 UTC and remained steady as the RFGF crossed the array.  

However, probes 219A, 224B, and 213A did see slight surpluses of Θv of less than 1 K.   
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 The slightly increasing Θe perturbations observed prior to the RFGF passage 

coupled with steady or slightly decreasing values of Θv in probes 216B, 219A, and 224B 

would suggest a moistening of the near-surface environment with only weak or no 

evaporative cooling.  This positive moisture flux may have occurred in response to the 

precipitation that was falling into the updraft region of Cell A as its updraft bridge began 

generating with Cell B.  Additionally, in regard to the comparatively large Θe 

perturbation observed with 213A, it is worth noting that during quality control, it only 

exhibited very small biases in both temperature and relative humidity.  Relative humidity 

values observed by 213A were 3-10% higher than surrounding probes, but temperatures 

were similar.  This observation would indicate 213A was sampling moistened surface-

based parcels and did not show evidence of evaporative cooling.  Probe 215A could have 

provided further thermodynamic detail of this portion of the RFGF, but it was not 

deployed until five minutes after 213A.   

 Such positive Θe perturbations have been documented by Skinner et al. (2015).  

They noted that since Θe values are strongly related to water vapor mixing ratios, this Θe 

perturbation may have been the result of surface moistening from antecedent 

precipitation.  Recall that Cell B traversed this section of SR79 prior to the deployment, 

so it could be responsible for this larger perturbation as radar observations indicated it 

was experiencing much lighter precipitation at the time.  While other parcels did not 

observe a perturbation of this magnitude, this may have occurred on a more local scale as 

probe 213A was deployed roughly 1.7 miles south of 224B.   

 Following the RFGF passage after 01:23 UTC, Θe values remained steady 
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through ~01:25 UTC, with the exception of 213A which observed a 3 K decrease in Θe.  

Therefore, the earlier surplus of 4 K does not appear to be an erroneous observation.  Θv 

traces across all probes appeared to show almost no perturbation from the base state.  

Winds decelerated to 5-10 knots across the northern extent of the array, but probes 109A 

and 213A continued to see stronger velocities near 15-20 knots.  Overall, the lack of 

thermodynamic variation seen across the RFGF would suggest there was only weak 

baroclinity along the northern flank of the boundary.   

 Kinematic and pressure data measured by the StickNet array were coupled with 

radar images displayed in figure 4.3.4.  Those observations indicate the array sampled a 

developing low-level mesocyclone from 01:23-01:26 UTC.  Radar imagery at 01:23 UTC 

in figure 4.3.4a shows a couplet 4.3 km (2.7 miles) southwest of Valparaiso.  Wind 

direction time histories are depicted in figure 4.3.5 with key times of the mesocyclone 

evolution highlighted a 01:23 UTC, 01:25 UTC, and 01:26 UTC.  Figure 4.3.6 shows the 

kinematic observations overlaid onto the StickNet deployment at those key times.  

Kinematic observations immediately behind the RFGF and preceding the mesocyclone, 

are displayed in figure 4.3.6a.  The position of the couplet seen in radar imagery at 01:23 

UTC is denoted as “M.”  At this time, 5-15 knot southwesterly winds were experienced 

in 216B, 219A, 224B, and 107A, while 15-knot west-southwesterly and northwesterly 

winds were present in 109A and 213A to the south.  This shows evidence that the array 

was behind the RFGF.   

 By 01:25 UTC, the winds at 216B and 219A veered from the west-southwest to 

the north and accelerated to 20-25 knots.  Continuing 0.4 miles south, probe 224B 
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experienced a veering wind that decelerated to around 5 knots (figure 4.3.5)  This wind 

shift was more abrupt and occurred later than in 216B and 219A, but it also appeared 

noisy which may have been an artifact of falling hail impacting the anemometer.  Moving  

(a)  

(b)  

 

Figure 4.3.4: 0.5-degree KOAX base reflectivity and base velocity at (a) 01:23 UTC and 

(b) 01:28 UTC.  The white circle highlights the intensifying low-level mesocyclone 

couplet, and the white line delineates the StickNet array.   
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0.11 miles south of 224B, probe 107A also observed light winds which briefly veered 

before backing to the south-southwest.  Probes 109A and 213A backed to the south-

southwest and southwest, respectively, with almost no change in velocity.  The resulting 

flow across the array is displayed in figure 4.3.6b taken at 01:25 UTC and reveals 

converging winds between probes 216B, 219A, 224B, and 107A.  This suggests probes 

216B and 219A were now north of the RFGF and once again sampling the inflow, while 

224B and 107A were south of it, sampling the RFD.  Recall the updraft bridge that 

stretched between the updrafts of Cell A and Cell B at this time.  Given that 216B and 

219A were likely observing inflow, they were sampling the southern extent of the updraft 

bridge.  With the backing winds observed in probes 107A, 109A, and 213A, it appears 

these probes were sampling parcels closest to the developing low-level mesocyclone.   

 By 01:26 UTC, figure 4.3.6c shows winds at 216B, 219A, and 224B had backed 

slightly to the northwest, but 107A’s winds veered to the north as the circulation is 

thought to have crossed the array to the south.  Wind velocities were accelerated to 30-35 

knots in 216B and 219A, and winds decreased moving south along the array to probe 

107A.  107A exhibited the weakest winds in the array at roughly 10 knots.  The winds in 

109A and 213A veered to the west and remained steady around 15-20 knots.  Probe 215A 

was finally coming online and observed stronger 30 knot westerly winds.  The northwest 

flow in the northern portion of the array suggests the low-level mesocyclone was to the 

southeast, while flow in the southern portion suggests the circulation was to the east.  

Those observations appear consistent with radar imagery displayed at 01:28 UTC which 

shows two couplets east of the array in figure 4.3.4b.  However, it is not clear how these  
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Figure 4.3.5: TTU StickNet time histories displaying wind direction for probes (N-S) 

216B, 219A, 224B, 107A, and 213A.  The blue line is positioned at 01:23 UTC, the 

yellow line at 01:25 UTC, and the green line at 01:26 UTC to show key times in the 

mesoscale evolution.   
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(a)  

(b)  

(c)  

Figure 4.3.6:  Displays StickNet wind speed and wind directions sampled during the 

passage of a low-level mesocyclone at (a) 01:23 UTC, (b) 01:25 UTC, and (c) 01:26 

UTC.  M1 and M2 denote the estimated positions of the developing low-level 

mesocyclone(s) at each time.   
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two couplets evolved due to the gap in radar imagery as the feature crossed the array.   

 Probes that sampled a developing low-level mesocyclone would be expected to 

see winds backing upon its approach.  This behavior was observed in probes 107A, 

109A, and 213A, but at the same time, one would expect to also see a pressure decrease.  

Of these three probes, 107A recorded a ~1 hPa decrease, but 213A’s pressure decreased 3 

hPa between 01:23-01:26 UTC (figure 4.3.2c).  Additionally, recall that probe 215A was 

not online for the majority of the mesocyclone passage, but as it began recording data by 

roughly 01:26 UTC, it too sampled a 2-3 hPa pressure decrease.  This decrease was on 

the same order as that observed by 213A (figure 4.3.2c), but it occurred over a shorter 

timeframe from ~01:26-01:27 UTC.   

 Figure 4.3.6c shows the estimated position of the two couplets that were visible in 

radar imagery at 01:28 UTC (figure 4.3.4b).  Given the pressure perturbations observed 

by 213A, it appears to have sampled both developing circulations, M1 and M2.  215A 

may have more directly sampled the secondary circulation, M2, as its pressure drop was 

similar in magnitude but occurred later than that observed in 213A.  Small 

thermodynamic perturbations were observed as the mesocyclone traversed the array from 

01:24-01:26 UTC.  216B, 219A, 224B, and 213A observed Θe deficits of 2-3 K with Θv 

deficits around 1 K.  One mile to the south of 213A, probe 215A recorded Θe deficits 

near 4 K with Θv deficits near 2 K.   

 After the mesocyclone passage, heavy precipitation cores topping 70 dBZ 

traversed the array (figure 4.3.7a) between 01:28- 01:32 UTC.  Thermodynamic 

observations (figure 4.3.2f -g) reveal that all probes experienced large Θe deficits ranging 
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10-15 K and Θv deficits of 4-6 K.  These large deficits signify strong negatively buoyant 

downdrafts were occurring under the intense precipitation core.  Winds veered from a 

west and northwest to a north and north-northeasterly direction through 01:32 UTC 

(figure 4.3.2e).  Pressures also increased at this time, maximizing from 994 hPa to just 

over 996 hPa.  This pressure increase was associated with the approach of the 

precipitation-induced mesohigh of the storm scale cold pool.  Pressures were highest 

along the northern extent of the array, so given the high reflectivities to the north coupled 

with veering winds, the mesohigh appeared to pass just north of Valparaiso.   

 Continuing through 01:37-01:40 UTC, northern probes 216B, 219A, and 224B 

observed Θe deficits between 23-25 K, and Θv deficits were as large as 8-9 K.  Probes 

213A and 215A to the south observed Θe and Θv deficits that were around 20-21 K and 8 

K, respectively.  These were the greatest deficits observed throughout the deployment 

and occurred as the heaviest precipitation core appeared to be exiting the array (figure 

4.3.7b).  North-northeasterly winds continued to be observed by the array through 01:42 

UTC (figure 4.3.2e) after thermodynamic deficits were maximized.  Parcels traveling 

from this direction are thought to be emanating from within a portion of the FFD, 

partially accounting for the large thermodynamic deficits being observed.   

 Radar imagery (figure 4.3.8a) from 01:37 UTC shows an elevated RIJ and large 

RIN had developed.  Cross-sections bisecting the RIN and across the center of the 

StickNet array are provided in figure 4.3.8.  Looking toward the northwest (figure 

4.3.8b), the reflectivity cross-section shows light to moderate precipitation within the 

RIN, along with (figure 4.3.8c) a large area of inbound velocities within the RIJ between 
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roughly 5-30 kft AGL.  This perspective also shows that the nose of the RIJ extended into 

the rear flanks of transitioning Cell A, thus allowing precipitation to fall through the RIJ 

and transport low Θe air toward the surface.   

 (a)  

(b)  

 

Figure 4.3.7: 0.5-degree KOAX reflectivity (left) and base velocity (right) at (a) 01:32 

UTC and (b) 01:37 UTC. White line delineates the StickNet array.   
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 As deficits across the array were maximized between 01:37-01:41 UTC, relative 

humidity values began to increase.  Figure 4.3.9a shows the RIN and associated RIJ 

continued to progress overtop the array through 01:43 UTC as the precipitation cores 

were exiting east and northeast of the array.  By this time, parcels crossing the array had 

become nearly saturated, but temperatures throughout this time remained fairly cold and 

only increased between ~2-3 K (figure 4.3.2a).  These more substantial increases in 

relative humidity coupled with small temperature changes suggest a moistening of the 

low-level environment.  Winds ranged from the north to northeast at the time, indicating 

those parcels may have been emanating from Cell A’s forward flank (figure 4.3.9a).  

 Beyond the period of moistening observed through 01:43 UTC, considerable 

thermodynamic variability developed across the array.  Relative humidities previously 

nearing 100% suddenly decreased, along with Θe values.  However, temperatures and Θv 

values warmed indicating parcels were becoming drier and more buoyant.  The 

 

 (a)  
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(b)

(c)  

 

Figure 4.3.8: Vertical cross-sections from KOAX radar at 01:37 UTC bisecting the 

center of the StickNet array (delineated by a black line).  (a) Displays PPI view of the 

slice taken in the 0.5-degree reflectivity (left), 0.5-degree base velocity (right), and black 

line delineates the StickNet array, (b) cross-section of reflectivity, and (c) cross-section of 

base velocity.  The cross-sections are oriented southwest to northeast with a viewpoint 

looking toward the northwest.  Black circle indicates the center point of the array along 

SR 79.   

 

increasing temperatures and Θv values, along with drying and decreasing Θe values all 

suggest those parcels may have descended from aloft, warming adiabatically upon 

descent.  However, it is worth noting that while temperatures and Θv values continued 
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increasing during this drying period, they were doing so at a slower rate (figure 4.3.2g).  

This would suggest that some evaporative cooling was occurring during the initial onset 

of the drying.   

 To determine the processes leading to the rapid and significant drying, cross-

sections are presented in figure 4.3.9.  Figure 4.3.9a shows the main precipitation core 

continued to exit to the east, and the reflectivity cross-section (figure 4.3.9b) showed light 

precipitation within the RIN falling over the array.  The associated RIJ (figure 4.3.9c) 

was shown to extend through a depth of 5-30 kft AGL, and this light precipitation could 

have provided enough downward motion to entrain RIJ air toward the surface.  Thus it is 

hypothesized that the array was experiencing a RIJ intrusion beginning at 01:43 UTC.  

As this dry, low Θe air descended through the light precipitation within the RIN, this 

could have initially cause some evaporative cooling.   

 (a)  
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(b)  

(c)   

 

Figure 4.3.9: Vertical cross-sections from KOAX radar at 01:43 UTC bisecting the 

StickNet array.  (a) Displays PPI view of the slice taken in the 0.5-degree base 

reflectivity (left) and base velocity (right) with the StickNet array delineated by the black 

line. Cross-sections show (b) reflectivity, black circle indicates the StickNet array, and 

(c) base velocity, black circle delineates the StickNet array.    

 

 This RIJ intrusion was also accompanied by a ~4 hPa negative pressure 

perturbation in probes 216B, 219A, and 224B.  These three probes experienced the 

greatest amount of drying through roughly 01:45 UTC, with relative humidities dropping 

below 70%.  Winds in the northern probes also accelerated above 40 knots, but 216B 

gusted between 50-60 knots.  Probes 213A and 215A also experienced a rapid onset of  
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drying, but relative humidities did not decrease as rapidly.   

 By 01:47 UTC, the most significant drying ceased over the northern probes, but 

the southern probes 213A and 215A continued to experience significant drying through 

~01:51 UTC when relative humidity values fell to just above 50%.  Throughout the 

period of variability from 01:43-01:52 UTC, temperatures increased throughout the array, 

climbing from 287 K (18°C) to 297 K (24°C) through 01:52 UTC.  Θv values began to 

increase at a more rapid rate as the drying persisted, and just prior to 01:52 UTC, a Θv 

surplus of 1 K was observed in probe 213A and a slightly smaller surplus was seen with 

215A.  This shows enough subsidence warming had taken place for the parcels to become 

warmer than the pre-storm inflow.  Over the next several minutes, Θv values began to 

steady, but Θe deficits remained quite variable in probes 213A and 219A.  Overall, the 

environment was still observing parcels that were within 3-10 K colder than the pre-

storm environment, suggesting some RIJ air may have still been reaching the surface 

behind the exiting storm-scale cold pool.   
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CHAPTER 5 

 

SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS 

 

 This case study was performed on a HP-SBE transition that occurred near 

Valparaiso, NE on the evening of 4 June 2008.  WSR-88D data collected from the 

Omaha, NE radar were used to diagnose the impacts of smaller cells and a final nascent 

supercell on the parent storm’s transition into a BE.  Surface data collected by the TTU 

StickNets during project MOBILE 2008 were used to compare thermodynamic and 

kinematic variations along the RFGF and within the cold pool.  These observations were 

compared to previous simulations and conceptual models to confirm or refute past 

observational and numerical modeling studies of HP-SBE transitions.   

 

5.1. Environmental Summary 

 The environment analyzed near Valparaiso was characterized by deep layer 0-6 

km shear over 50 knots, weakly capped and modest SBCAPE, and modest 0-3 km SRH.  

This environment was conducive for supercells, but HP supercells typically form in 

highly unstable environments (M90; Klimowski 2000; Klimowski et al. 2004).  Early in 

Cell A’s lifecycle, Cell A was positioned downshear of nearby convection with its rear 

flank already interacting with the forward flank of another cell to the southwest.  These 

storm interactions, along with multiple small cell mergers during its early lifecycle, 

appear to have been responsible for its HP evolution even though the amount of available  
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energy appeared insufficient.  This evolution is consistent with those described by RS98 

who noted HPs do not often occur as an isolated cell but rather can evolve through 

mergers and interactions with neighboring convection.   

 While instability initially appeared insufficient, other characteristics observed 

near Valparaiso were typical of those associated with HP supercells.  SR winds calculated 

with respect to Cell A were found to be weak in both the 3-7 km and 9-10 km flow 

layers, and both observations are consistent with B94 and RS98, respectively.  Such weak 

flow regimes have been observed in HP supercell environments because both ultimately 

yield heavy precipitation-induced downdrafts in close proximity to supercell updrafts.   

 The large plume of cold, dry air observed in the 3-7 km layer would also yield a 

greater potential for thunderstorms to produce strong downdrafts.  Storms developing on 

this day would be susceptible to greater evaporative cooling aloft increasing the negative 

buoyancy of parcels (GW98).  However, the large 0-1 km shear (20 knots) present across 

eastern Nebraska would seem to support the maintenance of thunderstorms producing 

stronger downdrafts than environments exhibiting weaker low-level shear profiles 

(Rotunno et al. (1988); Weisman (1992); Weisman and Rotunno (2004).   

 The presence of the warm front across southeastern Nebraska also contributed to 

the strong low-level shear due to the backed surface winds to its north and northwest.  

BEs and HP supercells have a propensity to travel along boundaries (M90; Klimowski et 

al. 2004) and these boundaries can aid in the ingestion and stretching of solenoidal 

vorticity (Markowski et al. 1998, 2000; Midgley and  Schroeder 2004).  South of the 
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warm front, the environment was highly unstable, so storms traveling along or just north 

of the boundary would have benefited from the advection of high instability southeast of 

the boundary as well as solenoidal vorticity due to those observed buoyancy gradients.   

 

5.2.  Storm Merger and Supercell Transition 

 5.2.1 Radar Evolution 

 The interaction and merger of Cell A with Cell B appeared to be a catalyst for the 

rather rapid transition of Cell A into a BE.  As Cell B approached Cell A’s forward flank 

from the southeast, the reflectivity cores aloft appeared to merge first, consistent with 

observations of Lee et al. (2006).  However, based on simulations performed by 

BW2000, it is believed that this “merger” may have been the result of a new updraft 

developing at low levels as surface outflows of Cell A and B began interacting with each 

other.  Thus, a new reflectivity maximum developed aloft, acting to bridge the cores of 

Cell A and B.  Over the next roughly 20 minutes, the inflow of Cell A appeared to be 

impeded by new convection initiating ahead of Cell A’s inflow, and although Cell A 

produced a tornado during this time, Cell B appeared to cause a weakening of Cell A’s 

inflow which led to the first forward surge of Cell A’s RFD.   

 As this RFD surge continued, the updraft bridge appeared to progress as low-level 

convergence was being generated by the interaction and merger of the surface outflows 

of Cell A and B.  This bridge eventually extended horizontally between the updraft 

regions of Cell A and Cell B (Tao and Simpson 1989; Lee et al. 2006; Rogers 2008; F01; 

French and Parker 2014; HR16), and as these updrafts intensified, a corresponding 
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increase in precipitation was also observed along the leading edge of the forward flank 

(F01; French and Parker (2014); and HR16), causing a local intensification of the cold 

pool.     

 Strong 0-1 km shear was present in the near-storm environment, and as the 

updraft bridge developed, this ambient shear appeared to have initially balanced the cold 

pool generated vorticity resulting in the development of more erect updraft plumes.  As 

time progressed and the precipitation rates increased immediately upstream of the updraft 

bridge, plumes began to acquire an upstream tilt overtop Cell A’s cold pool within the 

FFD.  This suggests the cold pool generated vorticity was beginning to overcome the 

ambient low-level vorticity (Rotunno et al. 1988; Weisman 1992; and Weisman and 

Rotunno 2004).   

 As the rearward tilting of updrafts continued over the FFD, rear inflow began to 

intrude at mid-levels.  The increased transport of higher Θe air by updrafts (Kingsmill and 

Houze 1999) increased the horizontal and vertical buoyancy gradients at mid-levels as 

condensational heating created a negative pressure perturbation (Weisman 1992, 1993).  

This pressure perturbation resulted in the forcing of new rear inflow that began intruding 

behind the tilted updraft bridge overtop the FFD, and also behind Cell A’s mesocyclone.  

RIJs have been frequently observed in HP-SBE transitions (M90; Moller et al. 1994; 

Przybylinski 1995; F01), and this provided evidence that the SBE transition was 

beginning.   

 The branch of the RIJ intruding overtop the FFD was occurring in response to the 

updraft bridge, but the updraft bridge was short-lived.  Due to the availability of cold, 
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very dry air between 3-7 km, updrafts tapping into this layer would yield an enhancement 

of downdrafts as hydrometeors began evaporating aloft, generating a volume of 

negatively buoyant air.  The continued merger of Cell B with Cell A appeared to impede 

the forward movement of Cell A’s forward flank, and this allowed for intense 

precipitation downdrafts to rain into the newly generated updrafts, leading to their 

weakening.   

 As the RIJ development signaled the onset of transition, the storm’s structure still 

exhibited supercellular characteristics as Cell A’s mesocyclone remained.  Despite the 

weakening of the updraft bridge, Cell A and Cell B’s updrafts were still evident in 0.5-

degree base velocity imagery, and Cell A’s mesocyclone attempted to cycle one last time.  

This new cycle is thought to have occurred as the result of two factors: 1) a second 

forward surge of the RFD as it was being enhanced by the RIJ and 2) the warm front 

located across eastern Nebraska.   

 The RFD surge which produced 0.5-degree inbound velocities up to 100 knots 

may have occurred in response to contributions of low-Θe air being entrained into the 

RFD by a southern branch of the RIJ.  RIJs are known to transport low-Θe air from aloft, 

and since these parcels have a high evaporative potential, increased diabatic cooling 

would likely be occurring within the RFD.  Thus, the RFD outflow would have become 

increasingly negatively buoyant with time and begun its forward surge.  This surge would 

have fostered additional baroclinic vorticity generation along the gust front which could 

be tilted and stretched as it reached the updraft.  This process resembles the simulation of 

F01 which found that the vertical vorticity nearly doubled along the gust front as cold 
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pool generated vorticity increased due to its eastward surge, and the authors also noted 

that the vertical vorticity advection into the mesocyclone was greatest in the simulation 

both before and during the early stages of BE transition.   

 The buoyancy gradients observed meridionally across the warm front would have 

exhibited some degree of baroclinity owing to stronger instability south of the boundary.  

As the RFD of the HP-SBE complex surged eastward, this may have provided yet an 

additional source for the tilting and stretching of baroclinic vorticity along the RFGF and 

within the updraft.  However, as noted in GW98, if the RFD outflow is too strong, this 

can lead to occlusion of the warm inflow, and it appears that did occur in this case.   

 This southern branch of the RIJ is thought to have been dynamically forced due to 

horizontal pressure gradients arising between the environment and Cell A’s mesocyclone.  

The negative dynamic pressure perturbation associated with the mid-level mesocyclone 

would have generated a local pressure minimum to aid in the RIJ intrusion (Rotunno and 

Klemp 1982; Klemp 1987; Midgley and Schroeder 2004; French and Parker 2014).  As 

the RIJ advanced eastward and reached the leading edge of the RFD, this caused Cell A’s 

low-level mesocyclone to occlude, leaving a broad mid-level circulation that ultimately 

evolved to the northeast and became the comma head of the resultant BE.  Following this 

evolution, the HP supercell completed its BE transition and exhibited a channel of 

ascending front-to-rear flow and descending rear-to-front flow characteristically observed 

with BEs.   
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 5.2.2.  Thermodynamic Observations and Low-Level Mesocyclogenesis 

 In accordance with one of the principle goals of Project MOBILE 2008, the TTU 

StickNet array sampled the RFD and RFGF region of Cell A during its forward flank 

merger with Cell B.  As the northern extent of the RFGF entered the array small 

thermodynamic deficits were sampled by 216B, 219A, and 224B.  Θe deficits of 0-2 K 

and Θv deficits less than 1 K were accompanied by a wind shift along the RFGF 

indicating weak baroclinity was present along the boundary. 

 In the roughly three minutes following the RFGF passage, a developing low-level 

mesocyclone was sampled by the southern portion of the array.  Θe and Θv deficits 

observed in these probes exhibited some differences, however.  The northern probe, 

213A, sampled small Θe and Θv deficits of 0-2 K and less than 1 K, respectively.  The 

southern probe, 215A, sampled larger Θe deficits around 4 K and Θv deficits of 2 K.  

North of the feature, probe 213A observed a northwest to southwest backed wind as the 

feature entered the array, but probe 215A to the south did not experience this shift as it 

was not yet deployed.  Once it did come online, both probes observed a veering wind 

shift to the northwest and west as the feature exited the array, and both also recorded a 2-

3 hPa pressure decrease, indicating they did more directly sample a circulation.  Radar 

imagery in the 2-3 minutes following its passage revealed two small couplets to the east 

of the array with accelerated westerly winds observed by probe 215A.     

 Roughly twelve minutes following the passage of the low-level mesocyclone, an 

EF1 tornado occurred near Ceresco, NE.  As the RFGF crossed the array prior to the low-

level mesocyclone passage, convergent flow developed along the northern tip of the 
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RFGF and the inflow.  There, smaller Θe and Θv deficits were observed which indicates 

the RFD outflow closest to the updraft was fairly warm.  The small thermodynamic 

deficits observed across the RFGF and within the RFD outflow appeared to be consistent 

with previous observations of tornadic low-level mesocyclones (Markowski et al. 2002; 

Shabbott and Markowski 2006; Hirth et al. 2008; Klees et al. 2016).   

 While the observations herein would seem to support an environment that was 

conducive to tornadogenesis, the caveat is that heavy precipitation corresponding to radar 

reflectivities of 40-50 dBZ was present over the array.  Recall that thermodynamic 

calculations used in this analysis do not account for condensate.  Consequently, Θe cannot 

be used to make direct comparisons to parcel heights of origin.  However, in regard to Θv, 

environments with less than 40-50 dBZ, Θv errors were only found to be ~1 K (Gryzch 

2007; Shabbott and Markowski 2006; Skinner 2008), so at this point in the storm’s 

evolution, it is reasonable to assume Θv perturbations sampled were fairly representative 

of the parcel’s true buoyancy.    

 Given the presence of dry air aloft and the subsequent potential for strong 

downbursts, the warm nature of the northern portion of the RFD is surprising.  This 

portion of the array did not sample the highest reflectivities within the RFD, and those 

areas of heavy precipitation appear to have been sampled by probe 215A along the 

southern tip of the array.  There, larger Θv deficits were observed and when combining 

those observations with larger Θe deficits, it would indicate negatively buoyant parcels 

from higher altitudes were descending into that portion of the RFD.   

 In regard to the warm nature of the RFD, idealized simulations produced by 
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Markowski et al. (2003) suggested that RFDs driven more by dynamic effects (i.e. 

NHVPGFs) would likely lead to a warmer downdraft than those being forced 

thermodynamically.  Additionally, dynamic and thermodynamic forcing can 

simultaneously be involved in the development of an RFD, but the dominant forcing 

would depend on time and location within the downdraft.  Therefore, considering the 

thermodynamic variation observed along the RFGF, the northern portions of the RFD 

appear to have been more dynamically driven while thermodynamic forcing may have 

been more dominant as deficits increased moving south along the RFGF.     

 High relative humidities observed during the passage of the RFGF and low-level 

mesocyclone appear to also support conditions of tornadic mesocyclones.  Such 

environments tend to have higher relative humidities and lower LCLs which is less 

favorable for evaporative cooling within downdrafts (Rasmussen and Blanchard 1998; 

Thompson et al. 2012; Klees et al. 2016).  Sounding estimates of LCLs from KOAX were 

just over 700 m, well within the range for tornadic supercells, so it would be reasonable 

to assume a lower evaporative potential existed below cloud base and would support 

generally warmer RFDs.  Considering the warm nature of the RFD in close proximity to 

the updraft region and low-level mesocyclone, this would indicate parcels descending 

along this portion of the RFD could be easily lifted due to their relatively positive 

buoyancy.  Simulations of Markowski et al. (2003) have also shown that such parcels 

descending within downdrafts are able to transport high-angular momentum toward the 

surface.  If this happens in close proximity to the updraft, this can act to enhance the 

convergence of angular momentum as those parcels accelerate rapidly upward, thereby 
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indicating how warmer RFDs are more favorable for tornadogenesis.   

 However, as the target storm continued east of the array, this warm nature of the 

RFD outflow may not have persisted due to the entrainment of low Θe air by the RIJ.  

This entrainment was ultimately a consequence of the merger of Cell B with Cell A.  

While this process would be expected to yield a stronger and more negatively buoyant 

RFD outflow with time, thermodynamic observations were not obtained for this portion 

of the storm’s life cycle. 

   

 5.2.3. Thermodynamic Observations of Cold Pool and RIJ 

 Observations of key features in this HP-SBE evolution included the large 

thermodynamic deficits within the storm scale cold pool and air descending from within 

the RIJ.  As was previously discussed, the leading edges of the RFGF and RFD exhibited 

small thermodynamic deficits, but as the StickNet array sampled the cold pool associated 

with the FFD, thermodynamic deficits increased rapidly. Θe deficits within the cold pool 

maximized between 20-25 K, and Θv deficits between 8-10 K.  While these deficits seem 

extreme, previous observations of mature MCS cold pools have observed similar 

thermodynamic characteristics (Engerer and Stenstrud 2008).  Factors contributing to this 

intense cold pool involved the large area of cold, dry air aloft which yielded 

evaporatively cooled downdrafts.  As the merger of Cell A and Cell B increased 

precipitation rates along the leading edge of the forward flank’s cold pool, reflectivity 

values topped 65-70 dBZ.  Given the volume of precipitation being produced in this 

region along with large hail up to 2.75” in diameter, precipitation loading and latent 
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chilling due to melting hail may have also been a contributing factor to parcels’ large 

negative buoyancy.   

 The development of the RIJ overtop the FFD cold pool and behind the 

mesocyclone of Cell A allowed for the transport of large quantities of low Θe air into the 

rear flanks of the storm (Przybylinski and DeCaire 1985; Smull and Houze 1987; 

Przybylinski 1995).  Radar cross-sections correlated over StickNet observations showed 

that heavy precipitation within the forward flank was falling through the RIJ aiding in the 

entrainment of those parcels to the surface.  This downward transport continued as the 

storm exited the array, evidenced by large thermodynamic variability.  As light 

precipitation continued falling within the base of the RIN associated with the RIJ, this is 

thought have aided in the transport of lower Θe air toward the surface through downward 

momentum transport and contributions of negative buoyancy aloft.   

 As buoyancy gradients atop the FFD cold pool had decreased with the weakening 

of the updraft bridge, the horizontal vorticity generation along the trailing edge of the 

storm-scale cold pool would have begun to dominate.  According to RKW theory, this 

configuration would have promoted a higher angle of attack for the RIJ than what would 

be expected with stronger horizontal buoyancy gradients with respect to the warm updraft 

plumes.  Thus, branches of the RIJ would have been allowed to descend toward the 

surface, impacting the StickNet array.  Thermodynamic observations behind the storm 

largely exhibited periods of low or decreasing Θe and increasing Θv.  Such disparities 

indicated low-Θe parcels were descending and warming adiabatically.  As previously 

noted, the light precipitation observed within the RIN could have yielded some 
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evaporative cooling effects aloft, but as the RIJ descended, adiabatic warming and 

compression dominated.  This led to parcels becoming increasingly positively buoyant 

with time, and some parcels observed in this case were found to be as buoyant or more 

buoyant that the initial storm inflow upon reaching the surface.   

  

5.3. Conceptual Model Comparisons 

 HR16 simulated a series of mergers between a parent CL supercell and a nascent 

supercell.  The evolution most similar to that observed near Valparaiso, NE involved a 

forward flank merger with updraft spacing between 10-20 km.  This evolution was 

depicted in figure 2.3.5 and the authors note that this particular merger scenario produced 

the greatest variety of outcomes depending on the relative intensity of the two cells and 

the extent of their overlapping precipitation fields.  In the Valparaiso case, the 

juxtaposition of the updrafts and the overlap of precipitation between each cell’s forward 

flank did produce a similar evolution and resulting BE structure.   

 Cell A’s first RFD surge occurred as the FFD of Cell B began to interact with the 

forward flank of Cell A.  The simulation of HR16 showed a cold pool surge which did 

develop within roughly the same timeframe as that observed in the Valparaiso case.  As 

defined similarly to that of Lee et al. (2006), a merger was set to begin when a high 

reflectivity contour relative to both cells merged aloft.  The RFD cold pool surge in 

Valparaiso occurred within roughly 20 minutes following the merger of the elevated 

cores between Cell A and B, versus that of 26 minutes in HR16.  The updraft bridge that 

developed between Cell A and B in HR16 was also observed in the Valparaiso case.  
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Along this updraft bridge, precipitation rates rapidly increased and appeared to intensify 

the cold pool within the forward flank, which was partially sampled by the StickNet array 

following the RFD/RFGF and low-level mesocyclone passage.  Large Θv deficits 

observed in the Valparaiso HP-SBE case offer evidence of strong negative buoyancy 

within the cold pool.   

 The updraft bridge in both cases was found to initiate the RIJ development within 

the rear flanks of the FFD merger between Cell A and B.  However, the evolution of this 

updraft bridge and mesocyclone show some discrepancies.  The updraft bridge similarly 

intensified and tilted upshear but did so herein over a more brief timescale.  After the RIJ 

was forced within the rear flanks of the transitioning supercell, the bridge weakened 

between Cell A and B.  This may have resulted from heavy precipitation weakening the 

updrafts as the forward progression of Cell A’s forward flank had stalled during its 

merger with Cell B.  Therefore, the updraft bridge did not advance forward and become 

the leading edge/gust front of the transitioning BE complex as it was shown to do in the 

simulation of HR16.  Instead, the updraft bridge stalled and, as it weakened, pivoted 

cyclonically around the mesocyclone of Cell A.  The mesocyclone of Cell B also began 

weakening and cyclonically wrapped into the rear flanks of Cell A’s mesocyclone.  This 

bridge dissipation and dominance of Cell A’s updraft was not observed or accounted for 

in HR16.   

 The reintensification and dominance of Cell A’s mesocyclone appeared to be the 

result of its RFD surge and approach to the synoptic scale thermal boundary over 

southeast Nebraska.  The simulation of HR16 does not account for the presence of such 
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boundaries.  However, that intensification was short-lived in the Valparaiso SBE 

transition, and the RFD outflow ultimately occluded the circulation.  At that point, the 

complex did evolve into a BE structure as in the HR16 forward flank merger case.  

Finally, the remaining mid-level mesocyclone of Cell A then rotated to the northeastern 

flank of the line and became the comma head of the resulting BE.  This aspect of the 

Valparaiso case was more akin to the evolution observed by F01 who simulated a HP-

SBE transition following a flanking line merger.   

 While there were some observed differences, HR16’s conceptual model appears 

to be largely representative of the structure observed in the Valparaiso transition.  The 

generation of the updraft bridge, resultant cold pool surge, and the development of a RIJ 

were all features observed within this case study.  However, the varying evolution of the 

updraft bridge and dominance of Cell A’s mesocyclone differ from the observed 

evolution in HR16.  The authors noted the amount of low-level shear and depth of 

maximum buoyancy would have a direct effect on the distribution of precipitation within 

storms, and microphysical schemes used would also affect updraft spacing.  The 

environment utilized in HR16 contained weaker deep layer shear and greater moisture 

content at mid-levels, which would yield slightly weaker rotating supercells with a lower 

evaporative potential and thus weaker initial downdrafts.  The apparent weakening of the 

updraft bridge herein may have resulted from more enhanced downdrafts than those in 

their simulation.  Additionally, the relative dominance of Cell A with respect to Cell B 

may have been related to the distance between the two supercellular updrafts or the 

presence of the surface thermal boundary.  Investigating these simulations in regard to 
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varying moisture and shear profiles would thus shed more light on the wide spectrum of 

outcomes in such mergers.   

 

5.4. Conclusions 

 Combining observations made of the HP-SBE transition near Valparaiso, NE on 

4-5 June 2008, the following conclusions are made: 

• The forward flank merger of nascent supercell, Cell B, with the parent HP 

supercell, Cell A, was a catalyst for Cell A’s rapid transition into a BE.   

• The updraft bridge that developed along the apex of the merger with Cell A and 

Cell B systematically yielded an increase in the cold pool intensity within the 

FFD and RFD of the parent supercell.  The updraft bridge then initiated a mid-

level RIJ that extended from the rear flank of the FFD to the rear flank of Cell A’s 

mesocyclone.   

• The warm front ahead of the SBE complex allowed for a brief restrengthening of 

the parent HP supercell’s mesocyclone through contributions of low-level  

baroclinic vorticity.   

• During transition, the low-level mesocyclone of the parent HP supercell was 

occluded by an additional RFD surge enhanced by the intrusion of a RIJ.  This 

weakened the mid-level mesocyclone and forced the remnant broad circulation to 

propagate to the northeastern flank of the resulting BE and evolve into the comma 

head structure typically observed.   
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5.5. Future Work 

• The developing tornadic mesocyclone that was observed by the TTU StickNet 

array could be further evaluated using time-to-space converted analysis of 

kinematic and thermodynamic gradients as the circulation crossed the array.  The 

lack of strong thermodynamic gradients observed along the RFGF coincide with 

previous observations near tornadic low-level mesocyclones, but analysis 

provided herein could be reviewed in greater detail through the visualization of 

radar and StickNet data overlays.  The sampling of the cyclic low-level 

mesocyclone was a fortuitous observation but given that the scope of this study 

focused on the thermodynamic and kinematic observations related to the 

transition of the parent HP supercell into a BE, these data were not further 

scrutinized.   

• The previous work of Rogers and Weiss (2008) and Rogers (2012) could be 

utilized further to determine the impacts Cell B’s merger and interaction with Cell 

A had on tornado production.  A tornadic cycle over Dwight, NE occurred west of 

the StickNet array as Cell B began its interaction and merger within Cell A’s 

forward flank, and while the KOAX radar did observe this circulation, one of the 

DOWs also collected higher-resolution radar data on this tornadic cycle.  Later, 

two additional tornadic cycles occurred following the merger of Cell B with Cell 

A just north of the StickNet array, so those thermodynamic and kinematic data 

could be coupled with changes in low- and mid-level rotational velocities of the 

circulation(s).   
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• Hastings and Richardson (2016) performed simulations that resulted in five 

different types of cell interactions, but none of their simulations accounted for the 

presence of a thermal boundary.  The boundary in the Valparaiso environment 

appears to have played a crucial role in how rapidly the HP-SBE transition 

evolved following the interaction and merger with Cell B.  This boundary acted to 

increase the low-level shear and buoyancy profile, and as the authors noted, 

previous studies performed by McCaul and Weisman (2001) revealed that the 

extent of precipitation fields can be altered by modifying the low-level shear and 

maximum buoyancy depth.  In the simulations of forward flank mergers, HR16 

found the resulting storm’s morphology was heavily dependent on the degree of 

precipitation overlap and intensity, so simulations including this feature may 

provide additional insight into processes involved in these types of mergers and 

the associated transition mechanisms.   
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